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Abstract
The purpose of this dissertation is to further develop the Unsymmetric Lanczos

Reduction (ULR) method as a practical approach to solve the advection disper-

sion equation. After spatial discretization by Finite Element (FE) method or

Finite Difference (ED) method, the ULR method uses two-sided Gram-Schmidt

M-biorthogonalization procedure to reduce the discretized system to a very small

system. Thus, large computational savings over classical time integration can be

achieved. Unlike other successful modal reduction methods, which use a one-sided

Gram-Schmidt M-orthogonalization procedure, it is known that the ULR method

sometimes fails because of (1) breakdown problems or (2) the numerical instability

problems during the time stepping scheme for solving the reduced system.

In this thesis, the Maximum-Pivot New-Start Vector (MPNSV) method and

the Switch method are developed for overcoming breakdown problems. When

breakdown occurs, the MPNSV method generates a ne\¡/ starting vector which

has a maximum pivot. If the breakdown is pathological, that is the maximum

pivot is still less than specified pivot tolerance, the Switch method can be used to

change over the ULR method to the one-sided Gram-Switch M-orthogonalization

method to continue the solution process.

The Eigenvalue tanslation (ET) technique is also developed to stabilize the

reduced system. Because the reduced system is sometimes numerically unstable

due to the eigenvalues with negative real part, the ET method translates these

eigenvalues to the right half complex plane while keeping the others unchanged.

This approach ensures that the translated system is stable.

A robust ULR algorithm is therefore achieved that includes the algorithm

for monitoring and terminating the ULR procedure by evaluating the relative



residual error bounds. All of these improvements make the ULR method much

more effi.cient than the classic Crank-Nicolson method for solving the advection

dispersion equation.

Numerical experimeuts are also presented in this dissertation. The analyses of

the Root-Mean Square (RMS) error and the maximum error with respect to the

results from the classic approach yield insight into the efficiency and accuracy of

the ULR method. Experiments showed that the ULR method can save 95% of

the execution time of other standard methods.

The main contribution of the ULR method is the application of the method

to the multi-species decay chain problem. This method makes the "one-step"

approach which deals with advection, dispersion, decay and species transforming

in one step to be a easy task. However, there is a convergence problem in that a

common starting vector is required to ensure convergence for all species. In this

thesis, this problem is overcome by analyzing the residual errors and the right

hand side vectors of the semi-discretized equations of each species. All of the

simulations show tremendous saving in computation time over other methods,

and storage saving particularly for the multi-species decay chain problem as well.
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Chapten L

ïntnoductïora

X-.1 trntroduction

The research presented in this thesis focuses on unsymmetric modal reduc-

tion methods for solving the time-dependent advection dispersion equation. This

equation describes the mass transport processes of advection, diffusion, disper-

sion, absorption, and decay in the subsurface. More specifically, in the absence

of other sources/sinks and absorption in a solution devoid of chemical reactions,

the governing equation of the problems thus can be expressed as

(1.1)
¿

V . (D 'yC¿) - v .VC¿ - þ¿C¿ l_lÊ;t¡.ttCt:
+-1

where C¿ denotes mass concentration per unit volume of the z'th species, D a rank

two tensor of the coefficient of the hydrodynamic dispersion, v the transport ve-

locity vector which depends on the spatial coordinates, þt¿lhe decay constant of

radionuclide species i, {¿¿ lhe fraction of (parent) component ú transforming into

(daughter) component ¿ and the upper limit of the summation / is the number

of parent components transforming into component z (see [30]). The transport of

ðC¿
ïì-:ot



57.1 Inftoduction

single species without decay is mainly considered in this thesis. General radionu-

clide decay chain problems are discussed in Chapter 7.

The numerical method to solve equation (1.1) of single species with initial

and boundary conditions involves establishing a semi-discretized linear system by

using a,n appropriate finite element or finite difference methocl, that is

(1.2) M¿+Kc:f,

where c is the concentration vector of rz unknowns at the nodes of the mesh, c the

derivative with respect to time t, f a tirne-dependent force vector containing the

effects of the sources and boundary conditions, M and K ãte n x n ,,capacity,'

and "conductivity" matrices, respectively. Here, M is positive-definite symmetric

and K is unsymmetric. In this thesis, f is assumed to be of the form t : bp,(t)

where b is a time independent vector and ¡-r(t) is a scalar function of ú. A detailed

formulation on â general form of f was given by [15] and is also discussed in

section 7.6.

Common numerical methods to solve equation (1.2) consist of various time-

stepping schemes [52], such as the Crank-Nicolson method. This method dis-

cretizes equation (1.2) in time, and then obtains solutions by recursive substitu-

tions. For instance, the Crank-Nicolson algorithm gives

(1.3) f4"s+1 : Rc" + |ar1r"*, + f,),

where M: M + LtKlz, K: M - Ltlc'lz, aú the time step and s is the time

level. Provided the time step remains constant during the simulation, the recur-



51.1 Introduction

sive solutions to the above equation can be obtained by keeping the left hand

side matrix in the factored form, Ñ{ : LU, followed by repeating the forward

and the backward substitution procedures. Because there are constraints on Aú

to maintain numerical stability, a large number of time steps may be required

to obtain accurate solutions [52]. In addition, because of these constraints, small

spatial discretizatious must be used and consequently (1.2) is usually a large time-

dependent linear unsymmetric system [10]. Thus, computational "cost" is one of

the main concerns in solving these equations. Recently, there has been research

into reduction methods to solve these problems, for example the Symmetric Lanc-

zos Reduction (SLR) method and the Arnoldi Reduction (AR) method. These

methods project the large system into a very small Krylov subspace constructed

using M-orthogonal bases, giving a small-sized system of the first order differential

equations of the form

(1.4) T*ú*G*w:g,

where T- and G- are m x n1, matrices, g is m-vector and m <. n. Approximate

solutions can then be obtained by solving this reduced system. Either method

is economical in computation for solutions of (1.4) using a time-stepping scheme.

The SLR method applies the symmetric Lanczos algorithm [35] to the symmetric

matrix (K + K*)-t, using a three term recurrence to construct the tridiagonal

matrix T- and the full matrix G-. Here, the superscript * denotes the transposed

matrix. The AR method applies the Arnoldi algorithm [2] to the unsymmetric

matrix K-1. In the AR algorithm, the recurrence involves all previously produced

vectors, (unlike the SLR algorithm where only three terms are used), resulting in
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matrices T- which is the upper Hessenberg and G- which is an identity matrix.

Details can be seen in [r5, 42, 48, 44,4b, 6b]. similar ideas have been used

previously in different applications, (for instance, 154,20,50, 41]).

Alternatively, in this thesis, the Unsymmetric Lanczos Reduction (ULR) method

is explored. This method applies a two-sided Gram-Schmidt M-biorthogonalization

process to the unsymmetric matrix K-l and forms two Krylov subspaces based

on M-biorthogonal vectors [35]. Two-sided three-term recurrence equations are

used to form these vectors, resulting in a matrix T- which is tridiagonal and G-
which is an identity matrix. Like the SLR and AR methods, the main advan-

tage of the ULR method is the large savings of computational cost over the other

time-stepping schemes, particularly for long-time period prediction.

The use of the Lanczos method for unsymmetric problems ïi/as discussed in the

early papers of Lanczos [35, 36], which is essentially an eigenvalue approximation

method. The detailed procedure can be seen in [63, 24]. Various algorithms

can be seen in the works of [25, 34, 46, 5J]. Also, the Lanczos method has

been developed to solve system of linear equations by using residuals lying in a

Krvlov subspace associated with the unsymmetric coeffi,cient matrix of the system.

There are several algorithms variable, such as Generalized Conjugate Gradients

(GCG) [3, 4, 31, 32], orthornin [59], orthodir [68], Manreuffel-chebyshev [Bg,

39], Bi-Conjugate Gradients (BCG) [18], Induced Dimension Reduction 161], and

hybrid cornbinations of CG generalizations and Chebyshev [171. Others can been

seen in llz, 40, 49,56,, 62].

However, in the past, a number of mathematical challenges have hindered the

application of this type of method to the system of linear equations discretized
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from the time dependent Partial Differential Equations (PDE), such as advection

dispersion equations. One of these is the "breakdown" or "near breakdown,'

problem which occurs when Ð. zeto or near-zero pivot (i.e., a zero or near-zero

value in a division) is produced. A zero pivot will cause the algorithm to fail and

a neàr-zero pivot may cause numerical instability [21]. This situation can not

occur in either tlie SLR or AR processes.

Another difficulty arises when a reduced system loses accuracy during the time-

stepping process (instability). Even when the original semi-discretized problem

(1.2) is stable with respect to tirne, (i.e., all the eigenvalues of the system (1.2)

have positive real parts [11]), the reduced system may not be stable. Note that

modal reduction rnethods are basically eigenvalue approximation methods. If a

'true' eigenvalue is located near or on the imaginary axis, then an a,pproximate

eigenvalue may be relocated to the left half of the complex plane. An example

can be seen in Chapter 5, Figure 5.2. However, generâlly, this situation can not

occur in the AR method; a detailed discussion can be seen in $4.1 later or [20].

The contributions of this thesis are:

o development of a Maximum-Pivot New-Start Vector (MPNSV) method to

overcome breakdown or near breakdown situations in the ULR approach,

o a solution for the case of a "pathological breakdown,, by switching to an

Arnoldi reduction-based rnethod from ULR process,

ø analysis of relative residual error bound for single and multi-species, which

can be used to monitor and terminate the ULR process.

e development of an Eigenvalue Tbanslation (ET) technique to overcome in-
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stability problems in time,

successful applications of the ULR method to single and multlspecies decay

problems and analyses of these applications including error comparison,

advantages, limitations and

o a solution for the starting vector of the ULR method applied to the multi-

species decay chain problems.

The main contributions are more fully discussed below.

Various methods of trying to overcome the breakdown and near breakdown

problems have been developed. For example, the well-known look-ahead Lanczos

algorithm (LAL) was provided in [51]. A "nongeneric" Lanczos algorithm was

developed in126,2l and an alternate method called the New-Start Vector method

was given in [66]. Some new algorithms that substantially mitigate the problem

of breakdown for nonsymmetric systems of linear equations were given in [31].

In this thesis, when breakdown occurs, a new starting vector with the max-

imum pivot is constructed and replaces the old Lanczos vector. A new Krylov

subspace is then formed by adding the subspace generated by this vector to the

old Krylov subspace. The resulting reduced system becomes a "special band ma-

trix", with lower band width of one and an irregular upper band. This approach

is a modification of the New-Start Vector method of [66], so it is referred as

Maximum-Pivot New-Start Vector (MPNSV) method.

Unfortunately, the breakdown may be pathological; i.e., the maximum pivot

is very small or less than the pivot tolerance. It is then impossible to find a new

starting vector within the subspace which is orthogonal to the generated right
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Krylov subspace, because that the pivot of the new starting vector produced by

the MPNSV method is the maximum. If this situation occurs, the breakdown is

considered to be pathological and the Switch method is used to change over to

an Arnoldi Reduction method in order to continue the solution process.

Our implementation, which constructs a new starting vector, is different from

the one in [66]. There, a new starting vector is chosen randomly so that the pivot

may not necessarily be improved. If this situation happens, the method chooses

another new starting vector randomly. After a number of unsuccessful trials, the

method decreases the pivot tolerance to force the process to continue. Decreasing

the pivot tolerance could lose accuracy of the solution. The experiment in $5.2

shows that there is a balance between pivot tolerance and accurâcy. Moreover,

if the right Lanczos vectors are almost linearly dependent, the maximum pivot

must be very small (discussion in $3.2). Thus decreasing the pivot tolerance will

cause numerical instability. A detailed discussion about linear dependence can be

seen in [19, 60]. The intention in developing the MPNSV method and the Switch

method is to develop a robust algorithm that can handle these situations.

In order to stabilize the reduced system which is generated by the ULR method,

the Eigenvalue tanslation (ET) technique is used to translate all eigenvalues from

the left half complex plane to the right hatf while keeping all others in the right

plane, thus making the translated system stable. Although this approach to the

problem is new, the idea translating eigenvalues to stabilize a linear system has

been around for a long time. Eigenvalue translation has been exploited in [33] to

translate eigenvalues located far from the point (1,0) in the complex plane into a

vicinity of that point in order to improve the convergence rate of the GMRES(k)
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method. In [55], unstable eigenvalues are translated from one half complex plane

to the other half to ensure a stable algorithm for partial pole assignment in linear

state feedback using Projection and Deflation methods. Another approach for

overcoming this instability is described by Grimme at al [23] based on an Implicitly

Restarted Lanczos method to stabilize a system in which unstable eiqenvalues are

discarded.

To test and demonstrate the ULR method, this thesis gives the results of

numerical experiments performed by the method, including error analyses and

comparisons of the ULR results against the classic Crank-Nicolson method. The

classic Crank-Nicolson method is defined as the directly applying Crank-Nicolson

method to equation (1.2) without reduction. Applications to the simple one and

two-dimensional examples are demonstrated. The representation of physical field

problems is studied.

Also, applications of the ULR method to the multi-species radionuclide decay

chain problems are developed. The existing "one-step" approach as referred in the

text [14] to solve these problems is numerically complicated. In this reference, it is

commented that "Most of the more general implementations of this scheme have

been for one-dimensional transport. Extending this approach to two-dimensional

problems is a formidable task". In this thesis, the application of the ULR method

enables the extension of the "one-step" approach to higher dimensional problems.

The application includes a new method for choosing a common starting vector for

all species in order to ensure the ULR method is convergent. This convergence

is ensured for the single species model (see [16, 43]), but that result does not

generalize to the multi-species very well.
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These applications have showed the tremendous advantages in computation

time and storage saving. It can be concluded that the ULR method together with

the ET technique is an effective alternative for solving contaminant transport

problems in porous media, and in particular for the radionuclide decay chain

problems.

7,.2 Organization of the thesis

This thesis is organized as follows. In the next chapter, a basic overview of

the SLR and AR methods is introduced. Chapter 3 deals with the Unsymmetric

Lanczos Reduction (ULR) metliod. The implementation of the MPNSV method

for handling the breakdown or near breakdown situation is discussed. The Switch

method for overcoming a pathological breakdown is also described, and the rela-

tive residual error bound which is used to monitor and determine the termination

of the process is giveu. Chapter 4 explores some of the theoretical aspects of

instability. This analysis includes a new method of Eigenvalue Tbanslation (ET)

technique. In Chapter 5, 6 and 7, the ULR method is applied to the transport

problems in subsurface hydrology. The results of numerical experiments of these

applications are presented. Chapter 5 analyzes simple one and two-dimensional

problems. Chapter 6 illustrates the application of the methods to field problems

and Chapter 7 discusses radionuclide decay chain problems. Finally, the thesis

concludes with some remarks in Chapter B.

Householder notational conventions with a few noted exceptions are used in

this thesis. Bold upper case and lower case Roman letters denote matrices and

column vectors, respectively. Bold zeîo,O, is a matrix or vector with atl zero value

10
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entries. Lower case Greek denotes scalars. The superscript i. denotes the conju-

gate transpose of a complex matrix or vector, or just transpose of a real matrix

or vector. n'L) n) (. are integers for dimensions of matrices and i, j,k,T are index

variables. ú is the time variable. In. : [er, ê2,..., er] is the identiiy matrix with

dimension n, where the columns êi, i :r,2,...)n is n-vector whose components

àre zero except that the i'th is one. Sq, denotes the subspace spanned by the

column vectors er, e2, . . .,ej, of the matrix Q¡, i. .. Se: : spcrn{q¡,e2,..., q¡}.

Sfr- is the corresponding complementary subspace. f is the usual linear vector

space over the real numbers with dimension n. ll'll in this thesis represents the

M-norm defined by ll"ll : (x.Mx)1/2, unless otherwise stated. Throughout this

paper, n is the size of the original system (1.2) and rn is the size of the reduced

system so that m 1 n.

11



Chapten 2

The Syrnnnetnic l,anc zØs
Reduction and the Annoldi
Reduction rnethods

2"7, The Syrnmetric Lanczos Ïì.eduction (StR)
method

In this chapter, the SLR and the AR methods are reviewed. Similar algorithms

and proofs of these results can be seen from 12I, 15, 16,42,48,44,45, 651.

The SLR process begins by changing (1.2) to

(2.r) A-1Mc + c + A-1Sc : A-lbl¿(ú),

where A is the symmetric part of K, i. e., A : (K +K.)12, S is the skew-

symmetric part, i. e., s : (K - K-)/2, b is a time independent vector and p(t)

is a scalar such that f(t) : btt(t).The rnethod generates a set of Lanczos vectors

er,ez, ...,em (m < n) to form a M-orthogonal matrix, Q* : (qr,qz,...,e-)
(i. e., QiMQ*: I-), as follows:

72
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Algorithm 2.t Start from an initi,at uector ro : A-lb , then calculate for j :
0,I,2,, . . ) nr - l, recurs'iuely,

(1) þ¡+, : (rlMr¡)È,

(2) e7+i : *-.r,,
tJ j+l

(3) aj+t : q;r lMA-tMqj*r,

(4\ r.," : f a-:vloj-rt-o,j+tQj¡-0j¡Qj, i+0,\-/ -r'tt 
I A-rMq j+r _ û71re¡+r, j :0.

Thus, the matrix Q- : lqr, qr, . . .,g^] and the tridiagonal matrix

10r'f

(2.2)

d.y l3z

[]z d,2 lls
{h dsT*:

drn-r þ*
þ^ d'.rn

are formed.

From the above algorithm, the following equations hold

(2.3) A-'MQ- : Q-T- :-.r^el

and

(2.4) Q;MQ-, :I^, and QiMr- : g,

where I- is the rnx nt identity matrix and the m-vector e- is the rn'th column of

matrix I-. Two equations in Q.$ are referred to as the M-orthogonality property.
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Based on equations (2.3) and (2.4), we apply the standard Rayleigh-Ritz re-

duction procedure to (2.i). Substituting the approximate transformation

(2.5) c:Q-w

into (2.1), where w is the m-vector, and then left-multiplying eiM to the both

sides of the result, it follows that

Q;MA-1MQ-Ii'+ Q;Mev¡ + e;MA-lSq-w : e;MA-tøl,U).

Considering equations (2.3) and (2.4) and A-lb - r0 : p1q1, the above equation

becomes

(2.6) T-w + (I- * E-)w : /ptp(t),

where E*: Q;MA-lSQ-, and T- is a tridiagonal matrix (2.2).

The initial conditions for the above equation can also be constructed accord-

ingly. once the solution is obtained by solving the reduced system (2.6), the

approximate solution to the original equation (2.1) can be obtained by substitut-

ing the solution w back into (2.5).

2"2 The Arnoldi Reduction (AR ) method

The AR method can be also used to reduce the size of system (1.2) to a small

set of equations. Unlike the SLR method where the Krylov subspace is formed

based on the symmetric matrix MA-IM, the AR method generates the subspace

1A
I=
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directly based on the unsymmetric matrix MK-IM. Thus, (1.2) is changed to

K-lMöfc:K-lbp(t).

i5

(2.7)

The reduction procedure is nearly identical to the SLR method.

Algorithm 2.2 Starting from a uector ro : K-ib , calculate recursi,uely for j :
0,r,2,...,ffi - !,

(1) l3¡*, : (rjMrr¡å

(2) er+l : *_.r,
It j+t

(3) dj+t : q;+1MK-tMqr*,

(4) 4:Å'-ù : qlMK-1Mq¡11, i,:r,2,,...,j,
( i ..

,,\ lx-tlulor*l -Drj?rqr*ç¿_ c¡¡te¡+r j+0
(Ð/ rj F1 : I ,:t

I

I K-'Mqr - arer j :0

Thus the M-oúhogonal matrix Q- : (qr, qr, . . ., e-) and the Hessenberg

matrix

(2.8) H^:

d1 "YtÐ 4Ð t*-1') t*-tt
0z d2 dt)

þs a3

4Î-, "y0)

dm_r l*-t¡
þ^ o¿rn

are formed.
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Analogous to the sLR method, we also have the followins results

(2.e) K-tMQ- : e-ËI-. Tr^.ei

and

(2.10) QLMQ- : I_ and QlMr- : 6,

wlrere I- is the rn x rrr identity matrix and the m-vector e- is the mth column

of matrix I-.
The same Rayleigh-Ritz reduction process as in the SLR method is used. Mul-

tiplying Qi"M to (2.7) and substituting the approximate transformation

(2.11) c: Q-w

into the result, and using (2.9) and (2.10),

(2.r2) H-ú*w: ethþ(t)

follows, where H is the Hessenberg matrix (2.8). Similar to the SLR method, the

initial conditions for the above equation can also be constructed accordingly. Once

the solution is obtained by solving the reduced system (z.Iz), we may obtain the

approximate solution to the original equation (2.7) bv substituting the solution

w back into (2.11).

2"3 Conclusions

hi this chapter, the SLR and AR methods are briefly reviewed. Both methods

l_o
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are based on the Gram-Schmidt M-orthogonalization process to construct an M-

orthogonal basis for a Krylov subspace. The basic difference between them is

that the Gram-Schmidt process is applied to a symmetric matrix in the SLR

method, and a unsymmetric matrix in the AR method. Accordingl¡ the SLR

method uses â three-term recurrence, while in the AR method all produced vectors

are presented in the recurrence. Both methods tremendously reduce the size of

the system and are very economical in computation time for solving the linear

system (2.6) or (2,12). Thus, these methods stand out as potentially important

ways of solving transport problerns,

Numerical experiments have shown that the either method can fail to per-

form well if the M-orthogonality is lost. Error analyses, e.g. in 18] indicate that

the rounding error significantly affects the M-orthogonality when applying the

Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process ((a) in Algorithm 2.1 and (b) in Al-

gorithm 2.2). Various modifications to the Gram-Schmidt method have been

suggested to improve the M-orthogonality. For instance, the Modified Gram-

Schmidt (MGS) process [21], the Householder orthogonalizations [60], the lter-

ated Modified Gram-Schmidt (IMGS) [29] and recently, the Ordering Modified

Gram-Schmidt (OMGS) orthogonalization [47]. Based on the theoretical anal-

ysis and the examples presented in [47], OMGS appears to provide a powerful

alternative to other orthogonalization methods.

The basic concept discussed in this chapter will be generalized and developed

in the ULR method in the following chapters.
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Method
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(3.1)

Chapter 3

{Jmsymmetnia Lar¿cØos R eductiom
(Uf,R) mettaod

3.l- Introduction

In this chapter the ULR method is explored for solving the equation

K-1Mc*c:K-1bpr(t).

This equation may be obtained by multiplyingboth sides of equation (1.2) by K-1.

Note that K-1M is an unsymmetric matrix. Unlike the SLR, this method uses

the two-sided Gram-Schmidt biorthogonalization method ([21, 35]) to generate

biorthogonal bases of a pair of Krylov subspaces. Untike the AR method, the

ULR method is able to use three-term recurrence to produce the Lanczos vectors.

The current chapter is organized as follows. This section briefly introduces

the two-sided Gram-Schmidt biorthogonalization method and the New-Start Vec-

tor method [66] which are the bases of the ULR meihod. The New-Start Vec-

tor method has been used to overcome breakdown problems. Then in $3.2 and

$3.3, the Maximum-Pivot New-Start Vector (MPNSV) method and the Switching

19
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method are developed to modify the New-Start Vector method. $3.4 presents the

algorithm of calculating the relative residual error bound which is used to monitor

and terminate the ULR process. $3.5 gives the general algorithm for the ULR

method. Finally, $3.6 concludes with some remarks.

3.1.1 The two-sided Gram-schmidt biorthogonalization
method

The discussion of the ULR method begins with the Gram-Schmidt biorthogo-

nalization process. Starting with the left and the right starting vectors q0 : po :
0,

/o ô\ K_rb\ð.¿) er : pr : 
616¡,

and scalars 7r : 0t:0, the Gram-Schmidt biorthogonalization process generates

a pair of sequences

(3.3) Q-: {qt,qr, ,..,e^}, and P^: {pr,pr, ...,p^},

which are defined in terms of the three-term relations, i. e.,

(3.4) 1¡+tq¡+t : rj : K-1Me¡ - a¡qr¡ - ljej_l,

(3.5) 7r+rpi+r : s] : plMK-r - a¡pi - l3¡þî_r,

j : Lr2,. . .rzn, where

(3.6 ) a¡ : nlMK-tMq,
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and p¡¡1, 1¡+t are calculated frorn the formulae

tr> *z\ a. - l- n - 
SlMr,(3.7) 0¡+t : llr¡ll, 1j+t: ñ

ll ' ll it the M-norm. (pr ,p2,. . . ,p^) and (q1, gz,. . ., e-) are referred as the left

and right Lanczos sequences, and

{pi, piMK-', pi(MK-')',.. . , pi(MK-tXa¿-1}

and

{qr, K-tMer, (K-lM)'qr, . . ., (K-tM)--tqr},

are the left and right Krylov subspaces, respectively.

In matrix form, it is easy to show that the following properties are true f431.

(3.S) P;MK-IMQ^ : T*, P;Me- : l^, p*Mr- : g

and

(3.9) K-IMQ- : Q^T* * r*el,

where I- is the identity matrix and T- is a tridiagonal matrix

T*:

d,1 ^/z

0z a2 7s

hd3

Qm-t 'Y*

þ* d,rn

27
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The property of P;MQ- - r^ is referred as the M-biorthogonality. Equa-

tion (3.9) can be obtained by changing equation (3.4) into the form

K-iMqj :ljej-t * a¡q¡ I gj+tej+t,

and assembling it from 7 : 1 to j : m in matrix form.

P- is the trail matrix (so called in [aa]) and e-. is used in the Rayleigh-Ritz

reduction. By substituting the approximate transformation

(3.10) c: Q-w

into (3.1), pre-multiplying the resulting by PiM, and by taking account of rela-

tions of (3.2), (3.8) and (3.9), the reduced system is obtained, i.e.,

(3.11) T-ú*w:P;MK-1bp(t): þte*(t),

where 0, : llK-lbll and e1 is the first column of identity matrix I-. The last

equality holds because of K-lb : 7tet and biorthogonality of (B.s). The above

reduced system is a tridiagonal of size rn, where nx < n. Solution of (8.11) is

computationally trivial [451.

3.L.2 New-Start Vector method

Analysis of equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.7) show that the Gram-Schmidt pro-

cess could prematurely terminate at step j (j < m) if:

(1). r, I O, s¡ I O and
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lsiMq,+r Iwi - ---ii---ä-- llsill

vanishes, or is numerically

in [66].

(2). r¡ I 0 but sj : o,

(3). r¡ : g.

small. ø¡ is referred to as the j'th pivot as

Termination in case (3) is an ideal situation, because the right Lanczos se-

quences define an invariant subspace and the approximation (3.10) is an exact

solution. Cases (1) and (2) represent serious problems. If ø¡ : 0 or sr : O,

the algorithm must terminate because non-zero vectors pj+r and ej+r cânnot be

computed. This is referred as the "breakdown" problem. Moreover, it might be

expected that the numerical process is unstable due to rounding error if ø¡ is very

small, (see for example [63]). This is referred as the near-breakdown problem.

Note that the Lanczos and Arnoldi sequences in the SLR and AR methods are

M-orthogonal. Hence it is easy to see that both methods are special cases of the

two-sided unsymmetric Lanczos method described above. The pivots in each step

of the SLR and AR methods are always equal to one, and therefore there are no

breakdown or near-breakdown difÊ.culties in these approaches.

In the ULR. method, when case (1) breakdown occurs, i.e., ø¡ : 0 or ø¡ is

very small, r¡ t 0 and s¡ # o, the New-start Vector method chooses a random

vector x and then biorthogonalizes it against gt,ez¡. . ., er. This can be achieved
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by

(3.12) sr:x-ôrpr -6zpz-..._ 6jþj,

where ô¿ : qiMx for 1 < i, < j. If the new pivot @ j greàter than the prefixed

tolerance, the new left Lanczos vector pj+1 may be computed by the formula

(3.13) Pi+r: *-h;

Otherwise the method uses another random vector. If after a certain number of

trials are unsuccessful, the method decreases the tolerance.

After the introduction of the new starting vector pj+t, the method continues

to construct biorthogonal bases. To this end, the Grarn-Schmidt process should

be modified. Generally, the left and right Lanczos sequences are generated by the

formulae

(3.14) L¡+tq¡+t : rj : K-1M e¡ - a¡t+¡ - f,rj"o,-r,
t:I

(3.15) ryr(|¿r*t)pî*, : s¡ : pj-¿¿MK-i - a¡-*1pj_n¿- L¡_n"pï_n"_t

K-"

-Ðr!!-r¿Pj-¡,"¡¿,

where kt, and lct, are denoted as the number of terms involving 7 in the construction

of r¡ and s] at step i, respecti".ly, Tjfr*t) : tjfr*') is used in the next step, and

(3.16) o¡ : eiMK-tMqi, 4t, : p;_¿MK-1Mq¡,

24
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where t :1,2,...,kIr. If no previous breakdown occurs, kt, : I and k{ : 0. Equa-

tions (3.14) and (3.15) tlierefore are reduced to (3.a) and (3.5). If no breakdown

occurs at step j, the New-Start Vector algorithm sets

(3.17) Iti*':kr,+t and kt*' : ktr.

Then equations (3.14) and (3.15) are repeatedly computed for j +7.If the break-

down occurs at this step, s, and p¡.,.1 are reconstructed from (3.12) and (9.13).

The algorithm sets

25

(3.18)

(3.1e)

ki*':kt,+I kt*r:kJs+I,

and goes to the next step.

When case (2) breakdown or near breakdown occurs, i.e., r¡ I O but sj : O,

there may be two subcases, kt" : 0 or kt, I 0. If kr, I 0, the new vector s] can

still be constructed by using the subspace ,9pn. That is, the algorithm sets

t"j -l"j -t¡vs 
- 

,us

and then uses (3.i5) to compute s] again. If krr:0, the above approach can not

be used because k{ becomes negative. Instead, the algorithm randomly chooses

a vector and then constructs a new starting vector by the formulae (3.12) and

(3.13).

Similar to the previous section, matrices Q- and P* are denoted bv (9.3).
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Changing equation (3.14) into the form

Ici

trç-lMer : t 4t' %-r t a¡q¡ I \j+tq¡+t,
i-1

and assembling it from 7 : 1 to j : m results in the matrix form equation (3.9).

Note that T- is the m x rz "special band" matrix with lower band width of one

and irregular upper band, whose z'th column for ¿ : I,2,... )nL is of the form

(0,...,0,4ri),llk"-tÌ,.,.,7{t),di, 0¿+r,0,...,0)*,

where o¿ is the diagonal entry. It can also be verified that the relations (3.8) are

valid [66], which will be introduced by Lemma 3.1 in 93.3.2.

According to the above algorithm, if the new pivot ø¡ is less than the prefixed

tolerance, this algorithm utilizes another random vector. After a certain num-

ber of unsuccessful trials, the algorithm decreases the tolerance [66]. However,

decreasing the pivot tolerance will result in a loss of accuracy in the solution.

Table 5.6 in $5.3 shows an example when the pivot tolerance is decreased from

10-5 to 10-10, the Root-Mean Square (RMS) errors (defined in $5.1) increase 3-6

orders of magnitude. So, according to an accuracy perspective, decreasing the

pivot tolerance may not be a useful approach in some problems. Moreover, if the

maximum pivot is very small, $3.3 shows that the right Lanczos vectors are al-

most linearly dependent. This will cause a loss of M-biorthogonality. [8, 60] have

given a detailed discussion about this problem in the orthogonalization algorithm.

On the other hand, even if decreasing the pivot tolerance is adopted, one cannot

26
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ascertain how many trials sliould be taken before decreasing

maximum pivot of new starting vector is less than prefixed

27

the tolerance. If the

pivot tolerance, âny

further trial is futile.

Because of these problems, a "Maximum-Pivot New-Start Vector (MPNSV)"

method and a "Switch Method" are developed to improve the above problems.

The MPNSV method produces a rlew starting vector whose pivot is the maximum.

In other words, if the new pivot is less than a specified tolerance, any further trials

that randornly chose a new starting vector are unnecessary. This is referred as

a pathological breakdown. The Switch method switches the process to the AR

algorithm so as the pivots after switching will always be equal to one. The MPNSV

method and Switch method will be discussed in $3.2 and $3.3 respectively.

&.2 The Maximum-Pivot Ïrlew-Start Vector
(MPNSV) method

3.2.L New starting vector with maximum pivot

Analysis of the l{ew-Start Vector method indicates that any non-zero vector x

which is M-biorthogonal to the subspace ,Sçr, that is x*Mqr. : 0 for any qj € Q,
can be chosen to be a new starting vector. in this thesis, the MPNSV method

tries to find a new starting vector 31 such that

^ lSiMq,*t I lx*Mqo*, I

*? 
- 

----ìl;--ll- 
- 

r¡¡@^ --------ìì----ìì-r" llsrll xesor- llxll

where ô¡ denotes the maximum pivot at step 7. Then pj+r : S¡/SlMq¡11.

It is well known that if e¡+t I 0, er'+r is the sum of two unique vectors 91
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and 92, where sr € $ä, and 92 e $o¡. it is shown in [66] that 91 is the vector

whose pivot is the maximum. Therefore 91 can be chosen to be the new starting

vector S¡. Thus S¡ can be expressed as a linear combination of q¡a1 minus the

base vectors in $ço:

(3.20)
l

sj:g,:qj+r-Ddrq*.
K:1

Since qiMS¡ : 0, for i:7,2,...,j, the 6¡,, k: I,2,..., j are the solution of

equations
;

-_:_

LôrqiMq¿: qTMqj+r, 'i:ï,2,..., j,
le=l

which can be expressed in the form of matrices

(3.21) QiMQjd: QiMq¡*1 : h,

where the transposed vector d* : (ù,62,.,.,ôr) and h is a column vector. Since

QIMQ, is a positive definite matrix there is a unique solution to (3.21) and

pivoting is unnecessary in the Cholesky factorization of the matrix

Extra computational effort results mainly from the Cholesky factorization of

QIMQ¡ - LL*, where L is the lower triangular matrix. Suppose that two suc-

cessive breakdown or near breakdown conditions occur at step j1 and j2. De-

noting J : iz - j1 and Qj, : [Q¡,,Q¡], then the cholesky factorizations are

Qï,MQ¡, : LjlI,i, and Q),MQj, : L¡,Li,. Hence,

28

]'' 
*'' e¡ r: In],,rrté;, S',YS; ]

I ei,
Lqï

: Lj2LizQï,MQ,,:
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L¡" can be written by

where B is of size j x j1 and L¡ is the lower triangular matrix with size j x j. B
and L3 may be obtained by Cliolesky algorithm on the new blocks elMe¡, and

QäMQ¡ only, since

29

L¡rLi,

The algorithm for the MPNSV method is presented below.

3.2.2 Algorithm

Algorithm 3.L Suppose that j1 and jz (h < jz) are the numbers of steps at

whi'ch two successi,ue brealcdou)ns occur (i,f only one brealcdoun occurs, jt:0).
q¿,'i: I,2,.,., jzi-l are right Lanczos uectors and,Q¡rMQr, :LjtL;r, where

Qj, : [qt,qr, ...,Q'¡r] and

t,,:ltÅ' 
¿ ],

I L,,Lî,
L Bt;,

lzz

I j'¡"

L jrB* IBB*+t¡Li J'

Lj,:

I
t'11.

I('27

i

Ijrt I
" 1111

Do:

(1) l¿¡: q¿Me, i,: jt*7, jt *2,,.., jz; j :I,2,..., jz

(2) ho: q¿Mqjr+r, 'i:7,2,..., jz

(3) Fori,: jtf 1,.. ,, j2 and, j:L,2,,..., jt
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I¿,j: l¿,j - I¿,¡+l¡,*, k: I,2,..., j -I
Q) For j: jt*1,..',iz (withoutpivotíttg)

l¡,¡: I¡,¡ - l¡,¡*l¡,k, k: I,2,..., j - I

Iflrrl0W J'J 
-

QirMQi, i,s not a positi,ue definite matri,r or is ,ill-condi,ti,on,

Then stop the process.

else

l¿,¡ : l¿,¡ fl¡,¡

t¡,¡ : l\n
end i,f

(5) For j: jt + 1,.. ., j2 andi.: jti-I, jt*2,..., jz

I¿,j: I¿,j - l¿,¡*I¡¡, k:I,2,..., j - 7

(6) Form the lower triangular matrir L¡,

(7) Solue for d from the equation L j"L;rd : h bA forward, and forward,

subst,itution, where h* : {år, h2,...,h¡r} (see (5.21))

(8) Set jt: jz for nert hreakdown use.

(9) Return to the mai,n algorithm (Algorithm S.l.

3.2.3 Summary and remarks

(1.) Computation and storage.

Suppose that there are several breakdowns or near breakdowns occurring dur-

ing the process and the last breakdown occurs at step j* (j^ < rn < n). The

total cost of computation of the MPNSV method will mainly come from the

Cholesky factorization of one matrix Qï-Me¡- and forward and backward sub-
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stitutions. Each previous Cholesky factorization is only a corresponding part

of the whole factorization of Qï-MQr-. Noting that the fact m ( n and

that Mq1, Mqr, . . . , Mqj- have already been calculated and stored during the

computations of r¡ and s¡, i : L,2,..., j*, the computation of the ds is inex-

pensive in comparison with the method which picks up the new starting vector

randomly [66]. F]om (3.12), that method also needs to compute qiMx and store

qiM for 7 . i. j*.

(2.) Condition number

An 'ill'condition number will cause the Cholesky factorization to fail. Wilkin-

son pointed this out in his paper (t64]). Golub and Van Loan also gave an example,

where the dimension of the positive definite matrix is only 3 x 3. Nevertheless the

process breaks down, if it is rounded offto 2 decimal places (see [21]). This is a

disadvantage of the MPNSV method comparison with the method which choses

a ne\,v starting vector ramdonly. However, the conditioning of the matrices of

system (1.2) is always an irnportant issue, because the accuracy of LU factor-

ization of K depends on its condition number. Detailed discussion can be seen

in [21]. The condition numbers of the "capacity" and "conductivity" matrices are

important to consider, no matter what method is used to chose a nev¡ startins

vector when applying the ULR method.

(3.) Pathological breakdown

It is possible that the new pivot computed from Algorithm 3.1 is still less than

a specified tolerance. In addition, if the new pivot is very small, (3.20) shows that

the right Lanczos vectors er, ez, . . . ,ej+r are almost linearly dependent. Thus the

M-biorthogonality, Pi*rMQ¡*r : Ij+r is lost. Because the new pivot produced
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by the MPNSV method is the maxitnum, any further trial is unnecessary. Such

situation is referred as "pathological breakdown", If this situation occurs, the

ULR process can be switch io the AR algorithm. This process will be discussed

in the next section. In short, the advantage of the MPNSV method is that one

can quickly check the situation without additional computational effort.

3.3 The Switch rnethod

S.3.1 Switching to the AR rnethod

The Switch rnethod switches the ULR process to the AR algorithm so that

P¡ is always equal to er in each step after switching. Consequently, the corre-

sponding pivot is always equal to one. However, this will partially lose the M-

biorthogonality. For example, if this situation occurs at step rn, it is considered

that the pathological breakdown occurs or eøi+r is an almost linear combination

of er, e2,...,en.. Thus, q,,,11 should be reconstructed again. To this end, let

P.nr: q,¿. Then q,z+r is reconstructed using formula (3.14) where j is replaced

by rT¿. 4L t: I,2,...,kf are still formed from (3.16), but

ny
ern : p|,MK-1M em - D ryppåfvf en-t.

t=I

Therefore, set p,¿a1 : er+1. Thus, it is proved in Theorem 8.1 that

pi"Mq,j # o, pi'-+tMq¡ * o, 7<j1ñ-I,

32
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but

It
rJ r)

piMqr:0, plMerrr+r:0, 7<i<ñ-I,

and

päMe,n+r : 0, pä+rMq. : 0.

After that p¿ and q, i, j > rn + r, continue to be formed according to this idea.

The detailed algorithm follows. For the sake of simplicity, Æi is replaced by k. in

the algorithm.

Algorithm 3.2 : Set p^: em. Then, do for j : m,rn + L,. . . ,ffi.
/¿ \ (i-i\
(1) l)'-"': piMK-tMqj, i:m-k,,ñ-k,* 1,,... ,ñ-I
/^\ (i-i\ j-(ñ-k')
(z).u . :piMK-1Mqj - Ð tlqvîMq_r,

t=j_rnIl
'i:rftrrrn+2,"'ri-7

j-(rh-k,)
(s) *¡: pjMK-1Mqj - t lÐol}/rq¡_,

L=j_r7t*7

UìIfi:m-msoto(11)
j-(m-k,)

(5) ,¡:7j+tej+1 :K-lMe¡_ a¡e¡- t 4Ðq¡_'
+-'l

(6) þ¡+t: llr¡l
(7) Check the relati,ue residual bound (seeg3.l, ß.39)).

If i,t i,s less than tolerance, go to (11)

/Õ\ -. t¡
(ö) 9¡+t: ã-p; J-1

(9) P¡*r: Q¡+i

(10) Go to (1)

(11) Form the reduced system (3.11) and solue i,t
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Note the following points concerning this algorithm. Denoting

lpt p, P,n -r] : P1, [p,z pr*, p^.]:P2, [Pr trz] :P*,

[qt q, Q,a,-r] : Qr, lqr qø,-r, e-] : Qz, lQt Qz] : Q^,

in the next subsection, it is proved in Theorern 3.1that

PiMQr :1t, PIMQ, : J, and P|MQ, : g,

where Ii and 12are (n-t)x (nr- 1) and (m-rh+1) x (m-*f 1) identity

matricesand 0is (ø-1) x (m-ñ+1) 0matrix. However, päMe, isnot0.

F\rrthermore, it is also proved that

P;MK-'MQ,,, : lT-,

where f satisfies

where

fI: PäMQI,

and T- has the form of

f :PLMo-:II+,t,],
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rn
L ffL

1X
t)rJ

(3.22)

. l¿r-tl, 
^t' 

' t
trn- I

. t¿Í-l-ll ')
rm.- |

. ttel-| -Z\1ìn-t

. ft3-1-¡)
I 'ITL- ]

:

o¿n-t

n
lJrh

^,(k,) ^,(k"+r¡IfiL lñ_tl

^,(k, -r) ^,(k,)Irn lrTl+l

^,(k, -z¡ ^,(k, -t¡Iñt lñt+l

::

^,(1) ^,(2)Irh lrn+1

-(kr*m-m)I'ITL

1\nri7n-Ìn- L)
I |TL

.r(k,+m-m-2)
trn

:

t1)d.¡, "Yìnit

lJrll+\ urn.+l

o
lJñt+2

where a¿ for all ? < n7 àre diagonal entries, all 1s

computed from (1) in Algorithm 3.2, while these

computed from (2) of the algorithm.

The proof of the switch method is presented in the next subsection.

3.3.2 Proof of the Switch method

If no pathological breakdown occurs, [66] gave the theorem that the New-Start

/1ì
IITL

a,nx

are

are

in the

in the

upper-right corner

lower-right corner
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Vector method ensures equations (3.8) and (3.g) are valid, i.e.,

(3.23)

and

(3.24)

P;MK-'MQ^.:T^, P;MQ- :l^, P*Mr-:9

K-IMQ- : Q^T^,1_r^ei.

This subsection shows the corresponding results for the Switch method. In order

to accomplish the proof, the following lemmas are introduced. Similar results of

Lemma 3.2 and 3.3 can be found in 166, pp. 187]. Here provides another approach.

Lemma 3.1 The two-s'ided Gram-Schmi,dt method with New-Start Vector method

produces M-bi,orthogonal sequences {p1,þ2,. . .,e^,}, {qr, qr,. . ., e-} fu < n)

and n-uector tm, P* and Q^ are n x rn rectangle matrices defined by Q*: [er,

92, . . ., Q*] andP^: [pr, p2,...,e*]. If no pathologi,cal breakd,own occurs, then

equations (3.23) and (3.21 hold, whereT^ is 0,nn'Lxm speci,al band matri,r wi,th

lower band width of one and ircegular upper band, and i,ts i,, j entry satisfy

(3.25) 7ü: pfMK-'Mq¡:
dj, L: J,

( i -i.\'Yì'"" o<i-i<k,,
^,lJ¿' J:z- r)
0, otherw'ise.

Lemma 3.2 Under the conditi,ons of Lemma s.1, Iet j be integer with j 1 m, and,

Iet k! be the number of terms inuolui,ng 1 ,in the formula for sj i,n equati,on (5.15).

Then i - kt, i :7,2,"'tn'L - 7 i,s a non-d,ecreasi,ng 'integer sequence starti,ng at

1- k: : I and endi,ng at (m - 1) - kT-r.

36
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PRoor': According to equarions (8.17), (3.18) and (3.19), kf is determined

twice, in step i - I and step j. There are two situations about process going

from step i -r to step j. (a) no breakdown occurs at step j - t, then k{ : ki,-L,

and (b) breakdown of case (1) or case (2) with k{-t : 0 occurs at step j - I,

then kr" : ki-r + r. If breakdown of case (2) with k{ f 0 occurs at step j - r,

ktr: ktr- 1. This situation could be repeated ¡; times until one of cases of (a) and

(b) occurs and then goes to the next step. Thus, kir: ktr- tt > 0. The increment

of j - k{ is given in Table 3.1 below.

Table 3.1: Increment of j - kI

tepj-1 Step j ncrement
no breakdown no breakdown

or breakdown of case (1)
or of case (2) with kt" : 0

1

breakdown of case (2) wiilE{/[
repeated ¿l times

p,+ r

breakdown of case (1)
breakdown of case (2)

with k¿-l : g

no breakdown
or breakdown of case (1)
or of case (2) with kI :0

0

breakdown of case (2) with kt, + 0
repeated ¿r times

l-L

tr

Lemma 3.3 Under the condi,tions of Lemma s.2, for each positi,ue integeri: r,
2, .. ., (^ - 1) - l*?-', there eri,sts a posi,ti,ue i,nteger j < m - I such that

p;MK-' : "y:*l')pî+r n a¿p¿l- L¿pi-t+'f ùrìrpi*r;

37

(3.26)
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or

(3.27)
j-i

p;MK-t : o"¿pl, + l¿pit+ | rJ?,nîn,.
t-1

38

PRoor: Lemma 3.2 indicates that there are two cases: (I) There is a unique

integer j or there are several successive integers js (j S rn) such that ¿ : j - kt,.

(II) There is a unique integer j < m and a some positive integer z such that

(j - l) - kt-t < i and ii u : j - ki.

For case (I), if there are severâl successive positive integers js satisfying z :
j - k¿, the largest one is chosen such that i : j - kr" < U + 1) - ldi+r. From

Table 3.1, there are three subcases rnatching this situation.

(a). No breakdown occurs at step j and any situation occurs at next step.

(b). Breakdown of case (1) or case (2) with k{ :0 occurs at step j andfollowed

by case (2) with kt*t + 0.

(c). Breakdown of case (2) with tr| + 0 repeats several times until one of above

occurs.

If (a) occurs, from (3.15), it is obvious that (3.26) holds with i : j - kr". If
(b) occurs, pj+r is not produced from (3.15), but from New-Start Vector method,

and (3.26) does not hold any more. According to equation (8.18), in the next

step, kl"+1 : kl, + 1, here kí*t ir temporarily used. Then s¡-¡1 is calculated

using (3.15). That breakdown of case (2) with kt*t + 0 occurs in step j + I

means sj+r : 0. Therefore, in this temporary stage, (j + 1) - ¡çi+t : j - ktr: i.

Substituting sj+r : O into (3.15), replacing j Iw j +t, kI by kt*r, and then

replacing U + t; - tr3+t by z, Finally, replacing j + r by j, therefore the upper
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limit Ej : i - i, (3.27) follows. For (c), the situation eventually is one of the two

subcases, (a) or (b).

Case (II) implies that the repeated breakdown of case (2) with kt, + 0 occurs

in step j, i.e., s¡ is temporarily calculated to be zero from equation (8.1b). The

algorithm sets k{ - Ei - 1 immediately after when sj : 0. If the situation occurs

again, Æ{ becomes k{. Set kj - kt, - 1 again. Thus s¡ : O at any temporary

stage until such k{ that s¡ + o. H (j - 1) - kt-t < i < j - kr,,there must exist

a temporary stage at which j - R4: i and s,r : 0 which is formed by replacing

kt, bV kg in equation (3.15). Substituting s¡ :0 into equation (3.1b), replacing

j - kt, by i and kt, by k{, finally replacing tg in tt e upper limit of the summation

bV j - i, (3.27) follows. This completes the proof. n

Theorem 3.L During the two-sided Gram-Schmidt bi,orthogonalizati,on wi,th New-

Start Vector process, o,ssun'te that a pathological breakdown occurs at step m. Let

pt, pz, ..., p.n_j. andq1, ez, ..., em_r be produced from (S.l/r) and (5.15), and

Pn., Pnt+t, .. ., p,m, g,nt., jn+t, ..., Am and t* be produced from algorithm 3,2,

Denote

[Pt P, p,¿-r] : Pl, [pr, p.+, Þ^f :P2, [Pt Pr] :P*,

fqt q, Q¿-r] : Qr, lqr q,7*, e-] : Qz, [Qt Qr] : Q*,

where P^ and Q* are n x rn mo,tri,ces. Then

39

f t' ol
L tr rr)'

(3.28) T : PLMQ- : PiMr- : g,
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i,denti,ty matri,ces.where, fI : PäMQ1, and P|MQ, : 11, PäMe, : 12 g,re

Furthermore

(3.29) P;MK-IMQ_ : tT-,

where T^ is 0,n m x m matri,r whose lower-ri,ght corner is a Hessenberg subma-

tri,r (3.22), i,. e.,

T*(i, i) :

i,s the number of the terms i,nuoluing 1 for formi,ng r¡ in (5.11. When

d¿t þ¿ and 1\i-'l are calculated, from New-Start Vector process (5.25);

) m, all of them are calculated from Algori,thm 5.2.

PROOF': Before step m, pr, pz, ...,Þn_r and q1, e2,...,, en¿_1, are produced

by the two-sided Gram-Schmidt biorthogonalization with the New-Start Vector

method, Lemma 3.1 ensures that PIMQ1 : It.

For P{MQz:O and P|MQ2:12, it is easy to see p¿Mq¿ : 1 for alli) m,

from (6), (8) and (9) in Algoriihm 3.2. The equarion

d¿'¡

n
lJà,

^,(i -à)Ij )

^,(i -i)Ij )

0,

;-;
" -.1 )

; 
-; 

J-1¡ ¡,
0<j-i<kt,,
0<j-i. and i>rn-kF
otherwise.

j < n'1,

, j>n'1,

Here kt,

j<rn,
when j

(3.30) PiMqr :0,

for any'i:7,2,'t.,m and j:m,m+I,...,ffi* l when i,l j can be proved by

mathematical induction.
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Initially, it can be proved that (3.30) is valid for (I) j : rn, i < j, (II) j : rn+!,
i,< j and (III) j:m,,i:m*L

For case (I), q- is produced from (J,14). Lemma 3.1 ensures that (3.30)

is valid for ¿ < j because of equation (3.23), i.e., piMrrh_r :0, and exr:
rn-tlþn. For case (II), j : n1 -lI, tn is not produced from (3.14) but from

algorithm 3.2. Therefore, the approacli to proving (3.30) is different. In terms of

(5) of Algorithm 3.2, it is obtained by replacinS j by m such that

PiMq'o+r

t/kT\
a:_ p;vl ( K-ttuto. - amsm - Ð4!,) q*-rl .uñir \ ,:, /

-0

It can be proved that the above equation is equal to zero, noting that the M-

biorthogonality when 7 1 i, j 3 n - t,

4I

' tfi-ù, rh-k? <i,PIMK-IMQ' : i10, 1<?<ñ-k'f',

from equation (3.25) and equation (3) in Algorithm 3.2. For case (III), since

Pn.: q¿ and pr¿+i : era.+I,

På+rMq. : PåMq¿+1 :0,

due to the result of case (II),

According to the principle of mathematical induction, under the assumption
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that there is a positive integer !. > m such that (8.30) is true for 1 ( i < l,
rh + r < j < [., and i t j, it should be proved that equation (3.30) is also true

for two cases (a) 7 < i, < !, j : l+7,(b) i : l+ 1 and rn+l < j < t..

In the case (a), the integer set {1,2,...,/} is divided into three ranges: {1, 2,

..., rn-kT -Ij, {^- k7,r7,- kf+1,. . .,m-1} and {n,** 1,. ..,/}. For the

first range, noting that (3.17) and (3.18), i.e., ki : k?-, * 1, and taking account

of Lemma 3.3, there is an integer r 1 i.n - 2 such that

/1"

where 7 equals to #iI'or 0 in equations (8.26) and (3.27) respectively. Noting

that z is in the first range, the subscript z*ú in (3.31) satisfies i+t < r 1m-2
and the subindex of the first term p|*, satisfies r -f r < ñr - r. Thus the last

equality holds due to the assumption. This result is used to verify the following

equation:

(3.31)

(3.32)

plMK-1Mq¿

I r-1' ,+\ \: (Tni*, + o;pi-t 1¿þi-t + Ðryi?,pi+, ) Mq¿:0,
\¡:r/

PiMq¿+r

1 [ !.-(lnl-kf) \: ¿;niM { x-ttulo, - o,¿e¿ - I t5Ð øu-.,1pr.tl \ ¿d /
-0.

All terms of piMq¡ in the above equation are equal to 0, where ¿ is in the

first range and 7 - rn- ktr,n+ 1- k7,...,!., according to Lemma 8.1 when

j : m - k\,rf, - kT * 1,.. .,,rn and the assumption when rn < j < !.
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For i in the second range, ,Tr-k? < i < ñ-I,
according to the assumption, piMq¡ : 0 when ,-t < j
M-biorthogonalitywhen nr-k! <i,j <m- 1, and

Àq+,f

equation (3.32) also holds,

1 (,, from Lemma 3.1, the

from (1) in algorithm 3.2,

plMK-lMqr: .yÍt-o).

For z in the third range, m < i, ( /, equation (3.32) Iiolds due to the assumption

and formulae (2) and (3) of Algorithm 3.2. For case (b), u similar approach to

the initial condition (III) can be taken. Thus, (3.30) is proved. This completes

the proof of the first equation of (8.28).

Noting that when j : m + 1, (3.30) implies the second equation of (3.28),

PiMr- : O, hence complete equation (3.28).

Finally, (3.29) is proved by using (3.28). Rearranging formulae (3.14) and (b)

of Algorithm 3.2, assembling them for j : I,2, . . . ,m, il follows that the relation

(3.33) K-tMQ- : Q-T- + [0,...,0,r-] : e^T^ * r^el,

where 0 is the 0 vector and e- is the identity vector with entries zero except the

m'th one. Pre-multiply the above equation by PiM and use (3.28) to establish

(3.29). Thus the theorem is completed. tr

3.3.3 Summary and remarks

The pathological breakdown or almost linearly dependent of right Lanczos

vectors is due to the rounding error of computer machine and is closely related

to the condition number of the matrix MK-1M, which can be seen in [60, g]. In

practice, this situation is very rare if the pivot tolerance is set very small. The

intention of developing the Switch method is to develop a robust algorithm that
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can handle all breakdowns.

It is easy to see that the Switch method can also be used to handle any kinds

of breakdown, The ULR process can be switched to the AR process immediately

after breakdown occurs.

From (3.22), it is easv to see that when rn:r, (J.22) is aHessenberg matrix.

This fact can also been seen from Algorithm 3.2. When m: r, from $3.1.1,

k, : 0. Thus, in Algorithm 3.2, step (1) and the summation in steps (2), (g)

do not need to be executed, because the upper limit is less than lower limit

there. Hence, Algorithm 3.2 reduces to Algorithm 2.2. It is also obvious that

when m ) m, or the pathological breakdown never occurs, Theorem 3.1 is just

Lemma 3.1.

3"4 R"ayleigh-Ritz process ând terrnination cri-
terion

If no breakdown occurs, the reduced system (3.11) has been derived in $8.1.2,

i.e.'

(3.34) T 
^1ir 

+ 't¡¡ : prel 
¡-t (t) .

If no pathological breakdown occurs, Lemma 3.1 ensures a similar procedure to

derive equation (3.34). If the pathological breakdo\/n occurs, it can be proved that

the same form of system (3.34) can be obtained. Substituting the approximate

transformation

(3.35) c: Q-,\M

44
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into equation (3.1), and noting thå,t, K-ib : Êtet: pte*et,

(3.36) K-'MQ-w + Q-w : Q^/ptLt(t).

results. Pre-multiplying (3.36) by I-IPåM, where I is the non-singular matrix

given in (3.28), and using (3.29), (8.34) follows. The approximate solution of

(I.2), c = Q-w is obtained by solving (3.94) for w.

In order to terminate the process, a residual error function is defined by sub-

stituting the transformation (3.35) into the original equation (3.1), i. e.,

(3.37) o*(t) : K-tMQ-w + Q-w - K-1bp(t),

where w is the solution to the reduced system (3.34). The following theorem is

an immediate consequence of result in reference [48, p. 225].

Theorem 3.2 In the ULR algori,thm, after m steps, the res,idual error, d,efi,ned

aboue, i,s bounded by

(3.38) llq^(t)ll < l*-l ll'-ll,

where w* i,s the deri,uatiue of the last component oÍ w, and, r^ is prod,uced,

by (3.11 or (5) in Algori,thm 3.2 wi.th j : ff¿ and,ll .ll ,r any kind, of norm.

It is easy to see that when tm : 0, the corresponding approximation is the

exact solution regardless of round-off error. Furthermore, if the computations are

exact, the exact solution can be obtained in n steps, because rø:0 in this case.

The error of (3.38) is a function of time ú and depends on the solution of the

reduced system (3.34). If the system (3.34) is stable, the error decreases as time

45
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I increases . Therefore, ll0-(0)ll can be used to terminate the process.

From (3.34)

*(0) : T 
^'l7r.ttt(O) - w(O)].

Usually, the initial condition c(0) of equation (1.2), and consequently w(0) is

zero. Thus

w(0) : T;1PP1¡t(0),

and for all ú, the following is satisfied,

llï*(t)ll < ll*-(0)'*ll : ld,II(Tã'e,)-llp(0)l llr-ll.

Defining the relative residual error bound at each step j as

(3.3e) ô,: --!l&g)ii_.¡¡K-1bp(0)ll '

it can be easily shown that

(3.40) 6¡: l0¡*'ll(T;'",)rl,

where the ll'll is M-norm. Thus 6¡ can be used to monitor the process of generating

the Lanczos vectors, j : 7,2,".,m. if d¡ is less than a prefixed tolerance,

then process is terminated. Further, l(T;tet)¡l can be simply obtained bv eR
factorization of Tj [21]. If Tj : A¡Bi is its QB factoúzation, where A.; is
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orthogonal and B¡ is upper triangular, and

where a¡ denotes the 7'th column vector in A¡ and {r. is the j'th diagonal entry

of B¡, then by substitution, it is easy to show that

(3.42) (Tt'",), : ?,
S,

where a1, is the first entry of the vector of a¡.

Fbom (3.40) and (3.a2), it can be seen that only the column vector or A,¡, a¡

and lower-right corner elernent, {¡, are used to compute the relative residual error

ô¡, and a¡ and {¡ can be easily updated recursively from a¡-r and {¡-1 in terms

of QR factorization and Householder Reflection (see [21]).

Set the initial values ât : 1 and {1 - cr.1. The ULR method gives

where u is a (7 - 1)-vector and

/17ïr

(3.41) Aj :[. . , , "¡] and 
", 

: 
| 

.,. 

_ ]

ul
I'd'¡ J

I rr-'
Tr: i --

L0 s l3i

f"l
L;;j
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is the last column vector of Ta, ote that Tj-r : A¡-rB¡-

48

| "i'' ? ]', :
ÞDJ_I

; ;-p;

(¡-r a}-ru
r)P¡ d¡

N

be obtained by

I o'., o
^.-l-*r-._r_ 

| O. 1

identity matrix, and

i, hence

Ai ,u Ir- L 
I

Ia¡l

Defining a Householder Reflection matrix

-U;
È.\1- |

A¡ and B¡ ma)

l r,_,
L0

where I¡-z is an

Bj:
È. 

^{<<i-1 aj-tu
þ¡ a¡

It is easy to verify that A¡B¡ : T¡, A, is orthogonal and B¡ is upper triangular

l

0l
IHr I'-J

f Ir-, o l
lJ-l

L o Hzl
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matrix. Finally, the updated row vector a¡ and scalar {¡

49

are obtained. i.e..

(3.43)

and

(3.44)

Algorithm 3.3 Let j : I,

j :2,3,.. .,n1,,

(t) u(k):T¡(k,i),

(T¡(k,7) rs rue k, 7

e) b_u¡€t-1¡a*t
It? + o?

ß-T4
al-r,

_ a¡€¡_t - 0¡(4_p)
l¿2 , /r2

\/ \i-r -r pi

a(I) : I and €t : at. Compute recurs,iuety for

fork:7,2,...,j-1,
ELEMENT oF MATRIX T¡ )

U;4:l-

ç.\J

Now the Algoriihm for calculation of this relative residual error bound follows.

(3) a(k\: --Laft\,
1lt? + 0i

({ rs €¡ see (3.41) (3.44) )

fork:!,2,...,j-7

(a(k),k : I,2, . . . , j: coLUMN vEcToR 0,. rN

MArRrx Aj (3.41) (3.43) )

(5) (T;te1l, : I (sno (3.a2) ), J "J 
€Z

(6) 6¡ : l0¡*rll(T;'",)¡l (soo (3.40)

(7) &: €z
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3.5 T'he General UtR algorithne

The general algorithm of the ULR method is summarized in this section. The

Maximum-Pivot algorithm and Switch algoritlim are simply called without de-

tails. Note that they âre presented in $3.2 and $3.3 respectively. The algorithm

for termination is also discussed in $3.4.

Given coefficient matrices K and M, right hand side vector f : bu,(t) in equa-

tion (1.2), the ULR algorithm can be expressed as the following Algorithm 3.4.

The integers k" and k" denote the numbers of terms involving 7 in the formulae

forming r¡ ând sj at current step j, respectively (note that in the previous sec-

tions, the superscript index j for kt, and k{ is used to indicate the step number.

In the algorithm below, it is unnecessary to do so). The positive real number

e1 is the termination criterion. If the value r 1 e1, r is considered to l¡e zero.

Another positive real number, e2 is the pivot tolerance. The positive integer j2 is

the number of steps at which the current breakdown occurs (see Algorithm 3.1).

Algorithm 3.4 : Starting with summation indi,ces ualues k, : k, : 0, jz : 0

and logical uari,able afterbreak:.false., calculate ro : K*lb, þt : llr0ll, p1 :
Qt : rol0t. Then compute recurs,iuely for j :7,2,. . . ,rn:

(1) *¡: qjMK-tMqr.

@) 4i-ù: piMK-tMq, i.: j -7, j - 2,,.., j - I{,

(s) ,¡: K-lMq ¡ - a¡e¡ -f4')q,-,
t:I.

&) þ¡+r: llt¡ll

(5) ï (13¡+t<q)

go to (9) (breakdown case (1), terminate process)

ÐU
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else

f;' (right Lanczos vector)Q¡+t: 
-

end i,f

h"
(6) si: p}-¿,MK-l - a¡-*"pj_*" - g¡_n"oj_fr"_l - Ðrl')r"*rÞj_*"+t

(7) Il ll.¡ll < e1 (breakdown of case (2))

if (afterbreak)

Call Switch m,ethod (see Algorithm 5.2)

else

i'fk':g

so to (B)

else

kr:k,-1(3.19)

so to (6)

end i,f

end i,f

else

l.iMqi+tl , . \øi: 
It|l (Pivot)

IÍ (-¡ > ,r)

Pi+r : q"fi; Qeft Lanczos vector)

k,:k"+1(3.17)

if (afierbreak)

k,:k,+t (3.18)

afterbrealc:,FALSE.
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end i,f

õ¡ (relative residual error bound, see (s.Jg) and Algorithm s.s)

i,f (6¡ < e)

go to (9) (terminate process)

else

i - i t1

so to (1)

end if

else (breakdown or neaï breakdown of case (1) occurs)

if (afterbreak)

call Swi,tch method (see Algorithm 3.2)

else

so to (8)

end i,f

end if

end i,f

/^\ '(ö)Jz:J

call MPNSV method (reconstruct sj, see AÌgoúthm 5.1)

afterbrealc:.TRUE.

so to (7)

(9) Form the T* and solue the reduced equati,on

3"6 Conclusions

The ULR method is based on the two-sided Gram-Schmidt biorthogonalization
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method, the New-Start Vector method and the Rayleigh-Ritz process. Due to

the possibility of breakdown, near breakdown and pathological breakdown, the

MPNSV method, Switch method and their algorithms have developed in this

chapter. Thus the ULR method can recover from any breakdown.

This chapter has also defined the relative residual error bound and developed

an algorithm to compute the bound iteratively in order to monitor and terminate

the ULR process.

Solving the reduced system produced by the ULR method can be unstable.

In the next chapter, the Eigenvalue Translation (ET) technique is developed to

overcome this problem.



Chapten 4

Eigenvalue Tlnayaslatåora (ET)
tec*rnique

4"7. ïntroduction

Although it is assumed in $1.1 that the semi-discretized linear system (1.2)

is stable with respect to time, the reduced system (8.11) may not be. Those

eigenvalues that are near or on the imaginary axis can be relocated into the

left half of the complex plane, for example see Figure5.2. This relocation causes

instability in time, as w can possess exponentially increasing terms. Therefore, the

residual error function (3.38) could exponentially increase as the time increases.

If some eigenvalues âre purely imaginary, the error could be oscillating. On the

other hand, because the non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix K-iM are reciprocals

of the corresponding eigenvalues of M-tK, those eigenvalues of K-1M which

are near to the imaginary axis and whose modulus are larger than one play the

dominant role in the solution of (1.2).

The ET method translates those eigenvalues of the reduced system (3.11) which

are in the left half of the complex plane and those eigenvalues which are on the

tf,
r)+
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imaginary axis to the right half and near to the imaginary axis, thus stabilizing

the system. The translation satisfies the requirements:

1. After translation, all the eigenvalues of new system must have positive real

parts, i.e., the new system is stable in time.

2. The translation does not lead to significant changes in those eigenvalues of

T- whose real parts are positive.

3. The new residual error (defined by (a.+)) is a minimum.

To this end, a right multiplicative transformation of the matrix T- is used to

change (3.11) into equation:

(4.1) T^Ll*+Xy(D;1SD'S-1*Ir))lälw *w : 7e*(t),

which is shown in Theorem 4.1 to satisfy above 1 and 2. In equation (4.1), / is

the number of eigenvalues to be translated, Xy and Yy àre rnx [. real rectangular

matrices formed by the right and left eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues

with negative real parts, Dy and Dy are (.x !. real matrices constructed from the

original and translated eigenvalues respectively (see @.7) and (4.9)), The !. x !.

non-singular matrix s is yet to be determined, and the system matrix is

(¿, r\ T 
^IT^ + Xy (D;1SDu S-1 - T¿)Y î,]

In the next section, it is shown that S can be chosen as the identity, so that the

matrix becomes

(4.3)

55

T *[I* + Xy (D;1Õu - r¿)YîL],
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and the new system has a small residual error

(4.4)

thus satisfying 3.

0^1t¡ :K-tMQ-w + e-w - K-lf.

4"2 Eigenvalue translation

Let {À3, x¡,y i}, j : I,2, . . . ,rn be the eigentriples of the matrix T-, satisfying,

56

i: j,,

i,+ i,

1
rt

(t.:¿
|.0,

I '**tì vîr-
À¡x¡

^¡yi.

We assume that x¡ and /¡ are normalized by

(4.5)
ll"¡ll

yixj

where ll ' ll denotes the Euclidean vector norm. Without loss of generality, let

the first / eigenvalues be those with non-positive real parts, i.e., )¿, where i € L

and L: {1, 2,. ..,/}. However, the multiplicity of any eigenvalue is larger than

1, i.e., for some ¿ and j À¿ : )1., then only one is included in this set. Clearly,

the eigenvalues with non-zero imaginary parts appear in the subset .L in complex

conjugate pairs. Let 1L¿ be the diagonal !. x !. matrix whose diagonal entries are

equal to )¡, j e L,

Let Xr and Y¿ be the m x !. matrices whose columns are the right and left

eigenvectors, respectively, x¡ and y¡ for j e tr, with the columns of these matrices
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arranged according to the numbering of the eigenvalues À¡ in the matrix A¿. Ilom

(4.5), it is easy to prove that the normalization of X¿ and y¿ is

(4.6) YiXt : ¡n,

where I¿ is the !. x (. identity matrix.

We form real matrices Dy, Xy and Yy corresponding to the complex matrices

.l\n, Xr and Y¿ as follows.

Define the 2 x 2 unitary matrix

IJa :

which can be easily shown to satisfy the following equalities,

UäU¡:U¿UT:IZ

lf 1*i r-il
2lI-i 7+i )'

UrI à î1"; _ [ nfrl -r*(^)- L¡-(¡) Ã(À) l

[x x]Ui : [fi(x) + 1-(x) R(") - 1-(*)],

for any complex number À and vector x, where and .I and x denote complex

conjugate, and rR(') and /-(.) denote respectively the real part and imaginary

part of vector or scalar. The right hand side of these equations contains only real

matrices. Let U be the unitary block diagonal !. x l, matrix with non-zero 1 x 1

and 2 x 2 diagonal blocks. The diagonal 1 x 1 blocks corresponding to the real

eigenvalues in the same position in I\7 a,re equal to 1, while diagonal 2 x 2 blocks
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Definecorresponding to

the real matrices

(4.7)
: IJ-/\¿IJ*,
: X¿fJ*,
: Y¿{J*.

the eigenvalues with non-zero imaginary parts are IJ6.

(n,
{xu
IYu

It is easy to prove that the following equalities are true,

(4.8) I r*xu
I vt'xu

XuDu,
I¿.

Now, let us construct the matrix Du in (+.2¡, Let A,t be a diagonal matrix

made up of the translated eigenvalues that are chosen freely by the user to mini-

mize the residual error of (a.a) as discussed at the end of this section. Similarl¡

we construct the unitary matrix lJ based on the matrix Ã¿ as described above

and define the real matrix Du by

(4.e) ó,, : úÃ¿ú-

We have the following theorem for the translation matrix (4.2).

Theorem 4.1 With LL, Ítr,lJ,lJ,Xr,Du,ñu and"yu d,efined, as aboue, for
any non-singular l. x !. matrir s, d,enote 3 : u-sÚ. Then the pai,r of matr,ices

(xrS, it) contai,ns the ei,genuectors and, correspond,i,ng eigenualues for the ma-

tri'r (1.2). Those right ei,genualues oÍ T^ with posi,ti,ue real parts are sti,Il ri,ght

eigenualues oÍ (1t.2).
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PRoor: Post-multiplying (a.\ by Xys and taking account (4.g), we obtain

T^lr^+ xy(D;1sDus-1 - I¿)lrälxus : xysÕu.

Post-multiplying both sides of the above equation bv ú and noting (a.7) and

(4.9), we obtain

T*[l^+ xy(D;lsDus-1 - Ir)y]lxrS : xrSÃr.

This is the first assertion of the theorem.

The second assertion holds due to the orthogonality of the right and left eigen-

values (4.5) and the definition of YLr (4.7),i. e.,

Ylx¡ :6,

where x¡, j ÇL, is a right eigenvector of T- with positive real part. Therefore

T^lI*+ Xy(D;ISD'S-1 - I¿)Yir]x j : T*xj : Àjxj.

This completes the theorem. n

Now, let us investigate the residual error of the system. Substituting (3.33)

into equation (a.a) and using (3.34), we have

e*!t¡ : Q-(T-w * w - þerp(t)) * r*efiiv.
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Since w is the solution of (4.i), 0^çt) can be simplified to

(4.10) e^çt¡ : lr*"i.- e-T-Xu(O;1SOug-t - Ir)yåhli - E\¡i,

where E is an n'L x n'L constant matrix.

We can minimize the residual bound frorn (4.10), which depends on the choice

of translated eigenvalues Dy and the non-singular matrix S.

To this end, we denote ll ' ll ut the spectral norm on rectangular matrices.

trÌom (4.10) and (4.7),

ll0*ll s (ll'-ll + lle-llllr-llllx¿llfllo;'llllDull¡r(s) + 1)lll.¿ll) lhi,rl

(4.11) : (ll'-ll +c)llwll,

where rc(S) : llslllls-tll is the condition number of the matrix S, c is a constant.

To minimize the residual error bound based on this estimate, maxlÃ¿l can be

chosen as being very small and S : I¿, in which case min rc(S) : n(I¿) : 1 and

llnull : ma* llol.

4"3 ET' technique algorithm

Based on Theorem 4.1, an algorithm for the Eigenvalue tanslation Technique

(ETT) is presented as follows:

Algorithm 4.L

1. Compute the ei,genualues of the matrir T*, and find an eigenualue set

{)t,Àr,. . .,À¿} consi,sting of ei,genualues ui,th non-posi,tiue real part and, À¿ I
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À¡. IÍ there are mult'iple such ei,genualues, only one is i,nclud,ed i,n th'is set.

Compute the correspond'ing right and left eigenuectors. Normal'ize the eigen-

uectors to sati.sfy (1.5) and form the matrtces xr, Y r and It¡. If there are

any compler eigentriples, transform them i,nto real matri,ces X¡1, yy and,

Dy o,s i,n (/*.7).

2. Chose translated eigenualuer {Ir,\r,...,Ãu¡ to form the matri,r itl and,

then the real matri,r|u, where io I \¡, i + j, and, max¿ç"1\¿l is uery

small. Erperiments show that 0.I < À < 0.9 ¿s appropriate.

3. Fi,nally, form matrir (/r.3), and the translated system i,s

(4.12) T^lI^* Xy(DttDu - Ir)Ythv * w : 7e*(t).

l. If there are multi,ple ei,genualues of matri,r T^ with non-posit,iue real part,

let

T^ : T,,lI*+ Xy(D;1b, - Ir)Yä],

and repeat aboue steps. Noting that those ei,genualues of new T* with non-

positi,ue real part are the same ei,genualues of the old T*, repeatedly com-

puting the ei,genualues of the new T* is not necessary in step 1.

4"4 Concluding remarks

This chapter has developed the ET technique and its algorithm to stabilize the

reduced system. Thus the ULR method is complete theoretically. Some remarks

follow.
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(1.) Computation

In the ET technique, all eigenvalues of reduced system need to be computered.

Because the reduced system is always small and already upper Hessenberg in form,

the computation is inexpensive, (calculating nonsymmetric eigenvalues usually

needs such stages: balancing, reducing to upper Hessenberg form, further reducing

to Schur form atid then obtaining eigenvalues from the diagonal entries of the

Schur matrix (see [1, 21])).

(2.) Stability of the AR merhod

The stability of the AR method is discussed here. The conclusion is that, in

equation (1.2), if

(4.13) K-1 + (K-1).

is positive definite, then the reduced system (2.I2) frorn the AR method is stable in

time. The same result can also be seen in the paper of Gallopoulos and Saad [20].

Demonstrated below is a proof in different context.

First, it can be seen that if (4.13) is positive definite, then so is H- + Hi".

This is because from (2.9) and (2.10),

H_ + H; : Q;MK-tMQ_ + (Q;MK-tMg_).

: (MQ_).(K-t + (K-1)-)MQ_.

As MQ- is a full rank matrix,,H*+H; is positive definite as well. Therefore, it

can be proved from the following Lemma which can be found in Young [67] that

all eigenvalues of H have positive real part,
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Lemma 4.L A real matri,r A i,s a matri,r whose ei,genualues are all i,n the right

half compler plane i,f and only i,f there eri.sts a real posi,ti,ue defi,nite matri,r B such

that the matrin C gi,uen by

C:AB+BA*

i,s positi,ue defi,nite.

Applying Lemma 4.1 with A : FI-, and B : I, H- is a such matrix that all

its eigenvalues are in the right half complex plane.

(e.) Other stabilization techniques

Other methods have developed to deal with the unstable problem, for example,

those in [55,23]). The former work translates unstable eigenvalues from one

half complex plane using Projection and Deflation methods. The latter work for

overcoming this instability problem is based on an Implicitly Restarted Lanczos

method in which unstable eigenvalues are discarded. The comparison of the ET

technique to these methods is an important topic for further work.
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Chapter 5

Simple one arad two-dåmaensåoraaå
examples

5.1 Introduction

Numerical experiments performed using the algorithms described in Part II

âre presented in this and the next two chapters. Various problems are tested.

The Galerkin finite element method is used to spatially discretize the governing

equation. Then the ULR method is carried out to reduce the size of the result sys-

tem and therefore obtain an approximate solution in terms of the Crank-Nicolson

time-stepping scheme (1.3). During the TJLR process, reorthogonalization is per-

formed. All these computations $/ere run on a SUN Sparc2 workstation at the

University of Manitoba.

These results give us some idea of the comparative effectiveness of the ULR

method with respect to the classic Crank-Nicolson solver, i.e., directly applying

the Crank-Nicolson time-stepping scheme to the equation (1.2) which is produced

by the Galerkin finite element method. The Root-Mean Square (RMS) error is

oð
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designed to compare these results. The RMS error is defined as

(5.1) R^rs - ,fDi:'k(k) - co(k))' 
.Y n-I )

,_.,ô,c ac acuo-.-u^-:-ã;, r€l0,ll, Ú€[0,oo),oï' oï ot

with Dirichlet boundarv conditions

66

where c(k) is the approximation solution on each node, c6(k) is the solution from

the classic Crank-Nicolson solver and n is the number of total nodes.

In this chapter, some basic models of the one and two dimensional advection

dispersion equations are used to examine and verify the suitability of the ULR

method. In the next chapter, the rnethod is applied to two-dimensional field

problems, for the purpose of evaluating the overall effectiveness of the method.

In chapter 6, the radionuclide decay chain problems will be solved by the method.

All these applications indicate that the ULR rnethod is highly effi.cient.

5"2 One-dimensional example

Consider the semi-discretization of the one-dimensional advection dispersion

equation

C(O,t) : ó(t), C(I,t) : ú(t),
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and initial conditions

ól0l n :0C(r,O\: { ':'' \ U otherw'ise,

where C is the mâss concentration, 'u is the velocity and D is the coefficient of

hydrodynamic dispersion.

Assume that the flow velocity is 1 mlyr and dispersion coefficient is 10 m2 f yr.

The Galerkin method is used to yield a semidiscretized system (see equation (1.2))

of size n : 499, where M is a tridiagonal positive definite matrix and K is the

tridiagonal unsymmetric.

Reduced size

ò

S

S

S

Table 5.1: Breakdown and Stability behavior of the ULR method. Pivot tolerance
e :0.001. lü, denotes the step number at which the first breakdown occurs. ?,

stands for unstable while s for stable.

Table 5.1 shows the step number at which the first breakdown occurs (lúr),

and the stability of the ULR method in various reduced sizes. The pivot tolerance

is e : 0.001. This table shows that the breakdown can easily occur in the ULR

method. The table also indicates that there are 4 out of 32 cases which are

unstable. For those unstable cå,ses, there is only one eigenvalue whose real part

is negative when the reduced size is 50; while there are 2 such eigenvalues when
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the reduced size is 100. Obviously, the greater the size of the reduced system, the

less chance the instability phenomenon occurs.

Table 5.2: RMS error for the cases where the reduced svstems are stable lmesh
size is 0.06 m)

Mesh size (m)
Reduced size

Time steps

0.324D-2
0.255D-2

1500 0.187D-4
0.938D-7

Table 5.3: RMS error for the cases where the reduced svstems are unstable.

Table 5.2 shows the RMS error of the stable cases to which the ULR method

without ET technique is applied. Table 5.3 shows the RMS error of the unstable

cases to which the ULR method with ET technique is applied. It is apparent

that when the evolution period increases in time, the RMS error decreases and

10

R without ET

0.213D-i0
0.934D-13
0.161D-12

0.178D-2

0.821D-9
0.r62D-1.2

0.244D-r0
0.191D-10

0.269D-72 0.275D-12 0.133D-12
0.275D-I2 0.135D-12
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approaches to zero. This is consistent with the analysis of residual errors of (3.38)

and (a.10), because the solutions w and ú are stable in these cases.

Table 5.4 shows an execution time comparison between the ULR method and

classic Crank-Nicolson solver. For the stable case, the execution time is 29 second

and 1 minute 20 seconds when the reduced size is 50 and 100 respectively. While

the execution time of classic Crank-Nicolson solver is 13 minutes 22 seconds. For

the unstable case, the execution times are longer than stable case. It is due to

the additional efforts to translate these eigenvalues which have a negative real

part. However, overall time comparison shows superior behavior to the classic

Crank-Nicolson solver.

unstable case

Mesh size

ULR solver

ASSTC 72 :57

Table 5.4: Comparison of execution time between ihe ULR and classical Crank-
Nicolson (CN) solvers (minute: second).

5.3 Two-dimensional example

A simple two-dimensional example of the time-dependent advection dispersion

equation is designed to test the accuracy of the method for simulating transport

in a saturated system. The mathematical model is given by

69
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Durî

r)uzz

DUÍZ

,tcl- 4l-a¿ii*aiitD¿r,
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-------:--

lvl
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AC AC
_ 1)4_-. ^ ^,oz ot

where C is mass conceutration of species, Drr,Drr,Drr,D"" are components of

hydrodynamic dispersion and u*t" are components of groundwater velocity. In

this example, only one species is considered with no retardation or radionuclide

decay. The components of the coefficient of the hydrodynamic dispersion for an

isotropic medium are given by [7],

where d¿ and a¿ ãte longitudinal and transversal dispersivities, respectively, lvl :

Æ+l4, D¿ is the free-solution diffusion coefficient of the solute, and r is the

tortuosity of the medium.

An example in the paper [57] is chosen for a test. This example involves uniform

horizontal flow in a rectangular domain. A continuous patch source, represented

as a first-type (Direchlet) boundary condition, is placed on the upstream bound-

ary. A representation of the problem is provided in Figure 5.1 below. A Dirichlet

boundary condition is imposed at the left boundary: C : C6 for 0 1 z < 0.5 m

and C : 0 for z > 0.5 m. The Neuman type boundary condition is imposed on
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the remaining three boundaries witb ôC lðÑ : 0, where Ñ i. the outward normal

vector of the boundary. The longitudinal groundwater velocity, u", is 0.1 m/day,

and the transverse velocity, ur, is 0. The longitudinal dispersivity, et, is 0.0b m,

and the transverse dispersivity, dt, is 0.005 m.

ôC lðz :0

ðCl0r
-0

ôC lôz :0 ø(m)

Figure 5.1: Domain of the two-dimensional example

The Galerkin finite element method is used to discretize the problem, with

uniform quadratic (six points) triangular elements. The code was written in

Fortran 77, using the BLAS and LAPACK packages [1]. In order to study the

effi.ciency of the ULR method, several examples were tested with various domain

sizes adhering to 1071 nodes. The possibility of the breakdown or near breakdown,

the behavior of the convergence and the execution time were investigated. The

relative residual error bound (3.39) or (3.40) is used to terminate the recursion

and the tolerance is set to 10-8. The maximum number of Lanczos vectors is set to

100. The termination of the process depends on either of the above requirements

being satisfied.

d¿ :0.05 m
¿¿:0.005 m

un:0.7 mlday
az:0.0 mlday
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In all these samples, the ULR processes are terminated at step 100. So, the

reduced sizes of all these examples are 100. Table 5.5 lists the step number

at which the first breakdown occurs (À{,) and stability for three different pivot

tolerances e : 10-5, 10-10, 10-15 and different domain sizes rxz (m). The symbol

(-) means that no breakdown occurs during the process and * indicates that the

reduced system is unstable and the ET technique is applied in these cases. It

is clear to see that the larger the pivot tolerance, the more likely a breakdown

problem is encountered. Furthermore, the larger the grid size, the more likely

the instability problem is encountered. This is evidence that the stability of the

reduced system is closely related to the stability condition of the semi-discretized

system (1.2). It is known that there is the grid Peclet number which is the

indicator of the stability of the semi-discretized system (see[11,30]) and the grid

Peclet number is direct proportion to the grid size. A larger grid Peclet number of

a mesh, the semi-discretized system is more likely to suffer numerical oscillation,

and consequently the reduced system is more likely to be unstable. Definition

and detailed discussion about the grid Peclet number will be given in the next

chapter.

srze lr x z m 25x2 25x4 50x2 75x2 700x2 100x4
e s

10-b
10-10
10-15

I t)

22

58

16

31

74

oÐ

77*

-*
-*

25,,

-x

10
1Õ

38

-*

Table 5.5: Investigation of breakdown and stability. ÄI, is
which the first breakdown occurs. The symbol (-) means
occurs during the process and the * means that the reduced

the step number at
that no breakdown
system is unstable.
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10- 0.3D-14
. ^_1nIU '" 0.4D-8

Table 5.6: Results from the example with the domain size75 x 2 (m). e denotes
the pivot tolerance, ÄI, is the step number at which the first breakdown occurs, 

^9
stands for stability, u stands for unstable, E¡ stands for execution time, ô is the
relative residual error. tt, tno, ú¡oo, úrooo and ú3666 stand for ú:1, 100, 300, 1000
and 3000 days respectively.

The typical examples presented in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7 show the influence of

the pivot tolerance e on the accuracy of the approximation and the execution time.

The first part of each table lists the behavior of breakdown, the step number at

which the first breakdown occurs (l/,), stability (S) where u and s denote unstable

and stable respectively, execution time (E¿) and the relative residual error (ô) of

equation (3.39). The second part of the table lists RMS errors at various times,

t : I (tr),ú : 100 (útoo), f : 300 (úroo), ú : 1000 (úrooo) and ú : 3000 (ú3666) days.

The RMS error is used to measure the difference between the approximations

obtained from the ULR method and that from the classic Crank-Nicolson solver.

Behavior RMS error
e ¡r, E¿ Ò UI ,100 +,300 ¿,1000 ,3000

10-o
10-10
10-15

T4

ctÐ

S

S

S

8:54
7:70
3:39

0.7D-5
0.4D-2
0.8D-2

0.6D-7
0.9D-5
0.2D-4

0.2D-5
0.4D-3
0.4D-3

0.4D-4
0.3D-2
0.5D-3

0.5D-15
0.4D-4
0.2D-3

0.0
0.2D-8
0.6D-6

ryqtÐ

Table 5.7: Results from the example with
meaning of the symbols can be seen in Table
stable.

the domain size
5.6 except for s

50x2(m). The
which is stands for

0.3D-4
0.2D-2

0.8D-6
0.8D-2

0.3D-5
0.2D-2

0.9D-5
0.3D-3
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Table 5.6 shows the case with the domain size 75 x 2(m) with two different

pivot tolerances. When the pivot tolerance e is equal to or lower than 10-10,

no breakdown occurs. Both situations are unstable and the ET technique is

used. In Table 5.7 where the domain size is 50 x 2(m), all three situations are

stable but two cases suffer breakdown. Both tables show that the larger the

tolerance e , the earlier the ULR process encounters breakdown, but the â,ccuracy

of the solution improves, A large saving in execution time can be obtained in

the absence of breakdown and instability. This behavior can be observed for the

case with e - 10-15 in Table 5.7. Together with consideration of Table 5.5, it is

obvious that there is also balance between accuracy and breakdown. Decreasing

the pivot tolerance will postpone or avoid the breakdown but the accuracy in the

solutions is lowered. These tables also show that the RMS errors are not greater

than the relative residual error. This means that it is appropriate to use the

relative residual error to monitor and check the termination of the process, and

it can be easily computed. Furthermore, from Table 5.6 and 5.7,,it only take less

than 10 seconds to solve for the concentration at ú:3000 days, while the classic

Crank-Nicolson solver needs more than 35 seconds to solve the same problem.

When ú : 3000 days, the RMS errors are lower than 10-6. It is concluded that

the ULR method is very efficient for long time period prediction.

Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show the eigenvalue distribution comparisons for the

case where the domain size is 75 x 2 (-) and the pivot tolerance € : 10-10. Fig-

ure 5.2 shows these distributions before and after the ULR method. These plots

show that the eigenvalues approximated by the ULR method seem to converge

from the outside of the convex spectrum. There are conjugate pair eigenvalues,

t+
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which are plotted with ô, relocated in the left half plane after ULR method, which

cause instability. Figure 5.3 plots the eigenvalue distributions before and after

the ET method. After translation, these unstable eigenvalues are transformed

into the right half: the real parts are set to be 0.1 and the imaginary parts keep

the same. And all other eigenvalues do not change.

Figures 5.4-5.6 show comparisons to the classic Crank-Nicolson solver. FiS-

ure 5.4 shows two comparison profiles between solutions of equation (5.2) by the

ULR method and classic Crank-Nicolson method in the longitudinal direction,

at the location z : 0 and at various time. The transversal direction profiles for

the same comparison purpose are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. The

comparisons a,re given at various r locations and various time evolution steps.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the concentration solutions of equation (5.2) beiween
the ULR meihod and classic Crank-Nicolson (CN) method in longiiudinal direc-
tion at location z : 0 and different time steps. Domain size is (a) 75m x 2rn (b)
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5.4 Conclusions

This concludes the presentation of numerical tests of the ULR method on one

and two-dimensional examples. The above results show that the ULR method

including the ET technique is effective in overcoming the problems of breakdown

and instabiliiy in time. The comparison with respect to the classic Crank-Nicolson

method shows that the ULR method is efficient, particularly for long term period

prediction. The following are some specific remarks.

(1.) Setting of the pivot tolerance and the relative residual eruor

bound tolerance

Tests show a balance of the pivot tolerance between breakdown and the ac-

curacy of the approximate solutions. Higher pivot tolerance can result in better

accuracy. However, lower tolerance can postpone or avoid breakdown, but obtain

lower âccuracy. Tests also show that the RMS errors are much smaller than the

relative residual error bound. Based on these tests, the following choices for the

parameters a,re appropriate and are used to next two practical applications: pivot

tolerance e : 10-8 and relative residual error bound tolerance ô : 10-3. However,

much is still unknown about the relation between these tolerâ,nces and the size

of problem (1.2). Nevertheless, it is recommanded that these settings be used for

applications of the IJLR method to the transport problems.

(2.) The grid Peclet number

Tests also show that it is important to chose an appropriate grid mesh (or the

grid Peclet number) to balance the stability and the condition number. A coarse

grid with a large grid Peclet number can produce â,n unstable semi-discretized
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system (1.2), and consequently an unstable reduced system by the ULR method.

On the other hand, the coarse grid will improve the condition number of the

system (1.2).4 detailed discussion on the relation between the grid size and the

condition number in the FE method can be seen in l.91.

(3.) Storage limitation

The ULR method needs extra storage to store the matrix Q- to construct the

Ritz vector, and matrices Q- and P- to reorthogonalize right and left Lanczos

sequences (The SLR and AR methods have the same problem). This is one of

the biggest disadvantages of all reduction methods. It is recommended that a

sparse storage and a corresponding sparse solver be introduced ([37, 48, 70]) for

large problems. Storage is no longer a limitation for the decay chain problem, and

the conventional method requires more storage than the ULR method. Details

is discussed in Chapter 7. After all, given the inexpensive nature RAM and

new storage devices such as the digital video disc, storage is not considered a

limitation.

In the next chapter, the application of the ULR method to the complex two-

dimensional field problem is presented.



Chapter 6

Two*dirnensional ffield stlrdy

6. tr- lntroductior¡.

6.1.1- Conceptual hydrogeological model of the site

This example dernonstrates the effectiveness of the ULR method in solving

complex field problems. These applications focus on a conceptual model loosely

based on the Whiteshell Research Area (WRA), which is shown on Figure 6.1.

It is located on the Lac du Bonnet granite batholith in southeast Manitoba,

Canada. A series of cross-section generic models, based on hypothetical situa-

tions, are designed and simulated. The geological features are similar to those

in WRA, see [13], but are purposely kept simple in order to be of general use in

understanding the ULR method being studied.

The groundwater flow equation representing the model for the steady-state

saturated groundwater flow is simulated and solved. This produces a velocity

distribution. The results from the flow equation are then used to solve the solute

transport equation, i.e., the advection dispersion equation (4.2). The govern-

ing equation for steady-state saturated groundwater flow in an inhomogeneous

83
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Whiteshell Research Area¡=--

Figure 6.1: Three-dimensional block view of WRA

incompressible fluid in a cross-section is ([0])

84

(6.1)
a_L_'ãr

a+_
ðz (*,"#) * *(o,,#) :0,(*"'#)*(.""#)

where å, is the hydraulic head and K"r, Krr, K* and K* are hydraulic conduc-

tivities. The flow velocity (the coefficient of the solute equation (4,2)) can be

obtained from Darcy's law

K,, Ah K," Ah K,, Ah K,, Ah
4t 

- and wz 
- 0 Ar- 0 A"'00n 002

where d is the effective porosity.

All model simulations are carried out in the same domain which is divided

into five areas according to the different intensities of open fractures (Figure 6.2):

Area 1 (grey granite) is a sparsely fractured rock, which is assumed to be isotropic

with hydraulic conductivity 6.5 x 10-11 m/s in both directions. Area 3 (pink

granite) is a moderately fractured rock with the hydraulic conductivity in the

horizontal direction two orders higher than area 1, and in the vertical direction
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z(m)

85

bU

48

12

r(m)

Figure 6.2: The cross-section model with five areas according to the different
intensities of open fractures: Area 1, grey granite, is sparsely fractured rock.
Area 3, pink granite, is moderately fractured rock. Areas 2, 4 and 5 are fracture
zones, which are volumes of intensely fractured rock.

five times that value. Areas 2, 4 and 5 are fracture zones with the hydraulic

conductivities in the horizontal direction two orders higher than in the moderately

fractured rock horizontal direction, and half this value in the vertical direction.

The hydraulic conductivities and corresponding effective porosities are listed in

Table 6.1 except that Krr: Kzc:0. For ihe solute transport problem, the

longitudinal dispersivity is set to 15 m and a transverse dispersivity is 1.5 m. The

molecular diffusion coefficient is set at 0.15 x 10-8 m2/s, see Table 6.2. All these

setting are obtained from [13].

ock mass area Effective oorositv

4.0D-3
1.0D-i
5.0D-3
i.0D-1
1.0D-1

1

z

/1

5

Conductivity (m/s)
orlzon

6.50D-11
6.50D-7
6.50D-9
6.50D-7
b.ÐuIJ- /

6.50D-11
3.25D-7
3.25D-8
3.25D-7
3.25D-7

Table 6.1: Conductivity and porosity value in five areas.
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For these simulations, various boundary conditions are considered. For the

fluid problem, two different boundary conditions are assumed. In the first case,

the base of the model is considered to be impermeable because geologic evidence

suggests no vertical flow at that depth. The top boundary of the model has pre-

scribed hydraulic head values equal to the estimated water table elevations. The

hydraulic head values on the left and the right side boundaries are specified equal

to the corresponding value at the top point of that side. In the second simulation,

both the base and the right side boundaries are assumed to be impermeable. On

the left and the top boundaries, the hvdraulic head is set to the same as in the

first simulation. For the solute transport equation, four subcases based upon dif-

ferent source locations are considered. All of the sources are placed on the right

boundary and they are at a depth of 160 m < z < 180 m, 260 m < z < 280 m,

360 m < z <380 m and 460 m < z < 480 m, respectively. It is also assumed that

there is no solute concentration gradients across the other boundaries.

6.L.2 Finite grid and Galerkin's finite element solver

Galerkin's finite element method ( [30, 52, 69]) is used to discretize both the

flow and solute transport equations, under the same domain grid mesh of 2567

non-uniform triangular elements. The grid is refined along the inner boundaries

where the hydraulic head gradients are comparatively high and the vicinity of the

source disposal sites where contaminant concentration gradients are expected to

be comparatively high, see Figure 6.3.

AQUIFEM-1 [58], a versatile two-dimensional finite element code, is used to

model the groundwater flow system. AQUIFEM-1 employs the Galerkin finite
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Figure 6.3: A view of the two-dimensional finite element mesh for the WRA
cross-section model.

element technique with linear interpolation functions and triangular elements.

Next, the ULR code is used for solute transport problem. The ULR code also

employs the Galerkin finite element method to spatially discretize the equation

and uses the ULR method to obtain an approximate solute concentration dis-

tribution. This code uses a six-point triangular mesh, consequently, three extra

nodes per element have to be inserted and the nodes must be renumbered as to

minimize the band width of resulting matrices. As the result, 5264 nodes are used

for solute transport model.

6.1.3 Farameters for the IJLR, solver

The model parameters for the ULR solver are given in Table 6.2. Termination

of the ULR process occurs if more than 100 Lanczos vectors are required to

satisfy a relative residual error of 0.001. Of course, increasing the number of

vectors can produce more accurate solutions, but with more computational cost.

Hence there is a balance of accuracy with computation cost. Experience shows

87
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Parameter
Number of no
Number of elements
Time step Aú
Maximum reduced size

Relative residual error criterion
Breakdown pivot tolerance
Longitudinal disp ersivity
Transversal dispersivity
Molecular diffusion coefficient

5264
2567

1 year
100

0.001
10-8
15m
1.5 m
0,15 x I}-s m2ls

Table 6.2: Model parameters for the ULR solver

that a maximum size of 100 is appropriate for a problem with an original size of

approximately 5000 nodes. A detailed discussion about the relative residual error

can be found in $3.4 and $5.4. Experience also shows the RMS error is much lower

than the relative residual error. In this model, the relative residual error bound

tolerance is set to 10-3. The pivot tolerance is set to 10-8. As it was pointed out

in $5.2, a larger value of pivot tolerance can produce a more accurate solution,

but there will be more breakdowns, In practice, it is often important to choose

an appropriate pivot tolerance to balance accurâcy with breakdowns.

The following sections will detail the perforrnance and accuracy of these sim-

ulations.
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6.2 Case 1-: bottom boundary is irnpermeable

6.2.L Ferformance in solving the flow equation

In this case, the bottom boundary is impermeabìe, i.e.,

nn.
ã--uroz

On z:0,

where h(n,z) is the hydraulic head (the solution of the flow equation (6.1)). Heads

on the top boundary are equal to the water elevation, i.e.,

h(r,z): z, (r,z) e toP boundarv.

Heads on the left and right boundaries are equal to the corresponding values at

the top point of that side, i.e.,

h(0, z) : llr, and h'(I400, z) : h,2,

where h,1 : 564 m and hz : 600 m, the water elevations of the top points of these

boundaries respectivelv.

OU

4

JO

21

121

Figure 6.4: Hydraulic head contour for case 1.
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Figure 6.5: Velocity vector distribution for case 1.

The computed flow field can be seen in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5. Figure 6.4

shows the hydraulic head contours and Figure 6.5 is the corresponding velocity

vector distribution. It can be seen from Figure 6.5 that the groundwater flow

is essentially downward in area 3, and horizontal in area 1 (see also Figure 6.2).

Representative average velocities in the ø and z directions are shown in Table 6.3

for regions shown in Figure 6.6. Here, a weighted area average is used to compute

average velocities for each region. If there are n elements in a region with area

A, a* represents the velocity ar or u, in the frth element and Ar is the area of

90

60

4a

J6

212

121

,rtf--\rtt

Figure 6.6: R.egions for the average velocitv and grid Peclet numbers.
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+0.13D+1
-0.11D+1
-0.15D-2

+0.18D+1
-0.78D+1
+0.20D+0
-0.49D-2

+0.73D-2
+0.86D+0
-0.61D+1
+0.21D+1
-0.16D-2
+0.45D-2
+0.14D+1
-0.26D+2

the k'th element, then the corresponding average velocity u on the whole region

is defined as
1 'Il,

Ð --;Ð,ooo.

glon

-0.64

In Figure 6.6, the domain is vertically divided into four blocks and regions are

labeled alphabetically from a to p. In the block with regions a-c, 1300.0 m

< ï < 1400.0 m, in the block with regions d-g, 1000.0 m < r < 1300.0 m, in the

block with regions h-I, 500.0 m < r, < 1000.0 m, in the block with regions m-p,

0.0 m < r < 500.0 m.

The regions a, b, c , d, e, f shown in Figure 6.6, which are near to the con-

a

b
c

d
e

Ì
øO
h
i
j
L
^
I

m
n
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p

Table 6.3: Average velocity in the x and z directions for regions specified by
Figure 6.6.

-0.16D-1
-0,44D+i
-0.51D+0
-0.18D-1
-0.50D+1
-0.10D+1
-0.29D+1
-0.21D-1
-0.31D-1
-0.35D+1
-0.12D+1
-0.11D+2
-0.58D-2
-0.29D-1
-0.72D+1
-0.27D+7



taminant source sites, are of special interest. The average groundwater velocities

in regions b and e are respectively -4.4, -5.0 (m/a) in the x direction and 1.3,

1.8 (m/a) in the z direction. In regions a and d, they are -0.016, -0.018 (^1")

in the x direction and -0.00064, -0.0015 (m/a) in the z direction, and in regions

c and f, they are -0.51, -i.0 (m/a) in the x direction, -1.1 and -7.8 in the z

direction. The average velocities iti regions a and d are much lower than those

in the other regions. In the next section, it can be seen, from Figurc 6,T to 6.10,

region a is a pottentially good area to place a contaminant source.

6.2.2 Ferformance in solving the transport equation

The grid Peclet number is a good indicator for the onset of numerical oscilla-

tions in the Galerkin finite element solution, or the stability of the semi-discretized

system (1.2).Table 6.4 lists these numbers for each region. The grid Peclet num-

ber is defined as

Dor vÍ-
u"Ar Pe": u"A,z

D""'

where 1)n,, uz are element velocities and D* and D", àre coefficients of hydro-

dynamic dispersion, (given in (1.1) and (5.2)) . A,r and Az are defined as the

maximum length in the u and z directions for the element, respectively.

For one-dimensional problems with linear basis functions on a uniform mesh,

Carey and Sepehrnoori [11] proved that the discretization of an advection disper-

sion equation is numerically stable when the grid Peclet number is less than 2.

For higher dimensions with non-uniform irregular meshes, the proper grid Peclet

numbers are difficult to ascertain. Huyakorn and Pinder in [30] point out that "ac-

ceptable numerical solutions with very mild oscillations are achieved even when

D",
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grid Peclet number

Table^ 6.4_: Average grid Peclet number in the x and z directions for regions
specified by Figure 6.6.

the grid Peclet number is as high as 10". Nevertheless, the numerical stabitity

of the discretization of solute transport equation is sensitive to the grid Peclet

number. As the number increases, numerical results become unstable which is

considered to be an artifact of the discretization. In [45], it is pointed out that

"the constraints of the grid Peclet number may be relaxed in the regions where

the mass front exhibits small gradients", In regions where the velocity is very low

and which are not expected to cover the transport path, a grid can be coarser and

the grid Peclet numbers can be larger. Furthermore, as pointed in section $5.4,

there is a balance of the grid number, i.e., under the constraints of the stability,

coarser grid can improve the condition number of resulting matrices. More com-
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0.14D+1
0.16D+1
0.20D+1
0.15D+1
0.17D+1
0.24D+7
0.17D+1
0.3iD+1
0.15D+1
0.19D+1
0.30D+1
0.18D+1
0.19D+1
0.16D+1
0.16D+1
0.18D+1

0.11D+0
0.11D+0
0.92D+0
0.26D+0
0.13D+1
0.10D+1
0.66D+1
0.12D+1
0.47D+0
0.15D+1
0.18D+1
0.84D+0
0.79D+0
0.56D+0
0.19D+1
0.12D+1



ments on the grid Peclet number can be found in [a5]. In our simulations, the

highest average grid Peclet number is 3.1 in x in region h and 6.6 in z in region

g. The result of the performance shows the grid is appropriate.

Area
0.18D-3
0.10D+0
0.42D+0
0.82D-1
0.54D-3

Region

1

2

,f

4

5

ø

b
c

d
e

f
g
o

h
I
j
k
I

m
n
o

p

Table 6.5: Average Courant number of each area specified by Figure 6.2 and for
regions specified by Figure 6.6.

There is another criterion for the time step selection in the Crank-Nicolson

0.46D-3
0.28D+0
0.45D-1
0.17D+0
0.11D-2

0.67D-3
0.19D+0
0.27D-7
0.68D-3
0.21D+0
0,51D-1
0.13D+0
0.44D-3
0.r4D-2
0.13D+0
0.61D-1
0.43D+0
0.12D-3
0.97D-3
0.23D+1
0.55D-1

Average grid Courant number

0.47D-4
0.11D+0
0.84D-1
0.11D-3
0.15D+0
0.33D+0
0.41D-1
0.37D-3
0.11D-2
0.62D-I
0.78D+0
0.17D+0
0.15D-3
0.41D-3
0.66D-1
0.30D+1
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method. This is the grid Courant number, whicli is defined as

(1n
vI:x-

unLt
and î!nvrz-

azat

The time step size A¿ should be selected so that the grid Courant numbers are

less than or equal to 1, see [30, 10]. In this model, the average grid Courant

numbers for each area and for each region shown on I'igure 6.2 and Figure 6.6 are

listed in Table 6.5, respectively. These constraints are essentially satisfied.

Various subcases with different boundary conditions are tested. Denote f)1 :

{r : 7400, 460 m < z < 480 m}, Q2 : {r : 7400, 360 m < z <380 nz}, fJa :

{r : 1400, 260 m < z < 280 rn}, and f}a - {* : 1400, 160 rn < z < 180 m}.

Then for subcase 'i,'i: I,2,3,4, the boundary conditions are defined as

95

Az

C(r, z) : 1,

AC-Ã-:u
oz

AC
;:U
OT

AC-:- : U.
iJr

(r, z) e Q¿,

(r,z) on the top and bottom boundaries,

(r, z) on the lefi boundary,

(r,z) on the right boundary, but lQ¿.

Figures 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 show concentrations evaluated at ú : 100, 500,

1000, and 3000 years for each of the subcases. All plumes are obtained using the

ULR method with the setting in Table 6.2. In Figures 6.7,6.8 and 6.g, where

the source sites are in region c, the zone of high concentrations moves downward

until entering the intensely fractured rock (area 4). The solute then travels along

the intensely fractured rock (area 4) with a higher speed. The leading edge of the
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plume eventually exits area 4 and spreads in a diverging pattern. In Figure 6.10,

the deposit site is in the region a where the groundwater flows laterally at the

velocities which are much slower than that in region b. At ¿ : 3000 years, the

peak concentration has migrated only a few meters and the leading edge of plume

has entered the intensely fractured area, area 4. It is obvious that area 1 is a

potentially safer place for contaminant source deposit as the lowest velocities are

present there. Area 4 is the least suitable where the velocities are higher, and

contaminant solute eventually enters and travels along that area. The best source

site is in the area 1 and far from area 4.

6.2.3 Behavior of the ULR, method

Table 6.6 gives the behavior of the ULR method applied to the subcases. It

lists the size of reduced system (Sr), the relative residual error (ô) calculated

at the termination step of the ULR process, the step number at which the first

breakdown occurs (Ä[), the number of eigenvalues with negative real part (f

Eg), the execution time (or system time) comparison, the RMS error comparison

and maximum error comparison. AII comparisons are with respect to the classic

Crank-Nicolson solver.

The first breakdowns occur between 40 and 50 recursive steps. Two subcases

have eigenvalues with negative real part , and ET stabilization technique is applied

in these cases. The results of the comparisons âre very encouraging. The lowest

RMS error is of the order of 10-B at 3000 years, while the highest error is of

10-3 at 100 years. The highest maximum error is the order of 10-2 at 100 years,

while the lowest maximum error is the order of 10-7 at 3000 years. These results
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100 years

500 years

1000 years

3000 years

100 years

500 years

1000 years

3000 years

0.193D-04
0.708D-05
0.i93D-05
0.148D-06

0.447D-03
0.206D-03
0.362D-04
0.196D-05

Execution time hour:minute:second
ULR method
Classic CN

Table 6.6: Behavior of the ULR method and comparison with respect to the classic
Crank-Nicolson solver for case 1. ^9, denotes the size of the reduced system, d is
the relative residual error calculated at the termination step of the ULR process,
Ä1, stands for the step number at which the first breakdown occurs, # Eg is
the number of eigenvalues with negative real part. Classic CN stands for classic
Crank-Nicolson method.

presented in Table 6.6 suggest that ULR method requires only about 5% execution

time of the classic Crank-Nicolson solver. The advantage of ULR method in the

computation time saving is promising.

Behavior Figure 6.7 Figure 6.8 Figure 6.9 Figure 6.10

vr

ô

AI,

#Es

i00
0.95D-1
48

2

100

0.16D+00
47
Non

0.29D+00
46

1

001 100

0.66D-02
Aq+,f

Non
RMS Error

0.470D-03
0.173D-04
0.493D-05
0.330D-06

0.998D-03
0.300D-04
0.188D-05
0.330D-07

0.141D-02
0.502D-04
0.730D-05
0.i81D-06

Maximum error
0.957D-02
0.216D-03
0.862D-04
0.613D-05

0.173D-01
0.536D-03
0.217D-04
0.333D-06

0.543D-01
0.481D-03
0.680D-04
0.274D-05

0:19:56
6:40:32

0:25:74
6:42:58

0:23:01
7:49:23
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Figure 6.8: Contaminant plumes for case 1, subcase 2, (u) t:100 years (b) t:500
years (c) t:1000 years (d) t:3000 years.
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Figure 6.9: Contaminant plumes for case 1, subcase 3 (a) t:100 years (b) t:500
years (c) t:1000 yeârs (d) t:3000 years.
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Figure 6.10: Contaminant plumes for case 1, subcase 4 (a) t:100 years (b) t:500
years (c) t:1000 years (d) t:3000 years.
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6.3 Case 2z bottorn arìd right boundaries are
irnperrneable

6.3.1 Ferformance in solving the flow equation

In this case, the bottom and right boundaries are impermeable, and the pre-

fixed heads on the top and left boundaries are the same as in case f . i.e.,

r02

on z:00rr:1400,
(r,z) e top boundary,

60

48

JO

21

12

Figure 6.11: Hydaulic head contour for case 2.

Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 show the hydraulic head contour and the corre-

sponding velocity vector distribution. It can be seen from Figure 6.11 that the

gradient of the hydraulic head in area 1 (see Figure 6.2) is smooth. It is expected

that in area 1 the velocities are low. From Figure 6.72, it can also be seen that the

groundwater in area 3 flows downward and enters area 4. It eventually exits from

area 3 and enters area 1. In area 1, the groundwater flows essentially laterally

ah;-:u,oz
h(r, z) : 2,,

h(0, z) :564.
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z(m)
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JO

24

'l21

0

r(m)

Figure 6,12: Velocity vector distribution for case 2.

and eventually enters area 5 or exits across the left boundary. Table 6.7 gives the

quantitative details of velocities and the grid Peclet number for each region.

In regions a and d (see Figure 6,6), the velocities are of the order of 10-6.

In regions c and f, velocities are more than four orders higher than in region a

and d, and those in vertical direction are at least ten times higher than those

in horizontal direction. Even in the intensely fracture rock, region b and e, the

velocities are as low as -0.013, -0.080 mf ain the x direction and 0.001 and 0.026

m/a in the z direction. Because of the low velocities, the constraints of grid Peclet

number and Courant number are easilv satisfied as seen in Table 6.7 and 6.8.

6.3.2 Performance in solving the transport equation

Wiih the parameter settings by listed in Table 6.2 and the same source loca-

tions tests as in Case 1, four subcases are presented. The solute migrations for

each subcase are depicted in Figures 6.13.6.14.6.15 and 6.16. When the source

locations are chosen in region c (see Figures 6.13,6.14 and 6.15) the zone of peak

concentration moves siowlv do.,vnward alone the fluid flow and enters area 4. The
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eglon Average
velocity (^lu)

Average
grid Peclet number

X z X z

a

b
c

d
e
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ç1Ò
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I
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p

-0.88D-6
-0.13D-1
-0.30D-2
-0.37D-5
-0.80D-1
-0.11D-1
-0.24D-7
-0.84D-5
-0.19D-4
-0.13D+0
-0.12D-1
-0.14D+1
-0.21D-5
-0,16D-4
-0.29D+0
-0.16D-4

-0.19D-5
+0.11D-2
-0.16D+0
-0.20D-5
+0.26D-1
-0.22D+0
-0.73D-2
-0.51D-5
+0.44D-5
+0.23D-1
-0.31D+0
-0.15D+0
-0.17D-5
+0.28D-5
+0.59D-1
+0.28D-5

0.45D-3
0.11D+1
0.3lD+0
0.27D-2
0.16D+1
0.90D+0
0.15D+1
0.91D-2
0.11D-1
0.18D+1
0.15D+1
0.18D+1
0.22D-2
0.90D-2
0.14D+1
0.90D-2

0.51D-3
0.31D+0
0.89D+0
0.57D-3
0.11D+1
0.95D+0
0.6iD+0
0.38D-2
0.84D-3
0.11D+1
0.17D+1
0.81D+0
0.15D-2
0.73D-3
0.12D+1
0.73D-3

Table 6.7: Average velocity and grid Peclet number in the x and z directions for
regions specified by Figure 6.6 for case 2.

solute merely travels a short distance in area 4 rock unit and then exits into

area 1. Figure 6.16 shows the plume when the source position is placed in region

a where the velocities are very low. So, the transport in this region is diffusion

dominant (note that, in general, equation (a.2) is not diffusion dominant, because

the velocities in the other regions are not low enough to be ignored). After 3000

years, the solute has only traveled a few miles. The migration patterns can be

seen clearly in Figure 6.17 which depict the plumes of four subcases at one million

years. It can be seen that the peak concentration (0.2 - i.0) of each subcase has

traveled a few miles, in the vicinity of the deposit site even after one million years
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while the scattered solute (concentration 0.001 - 0.2)

area 1. In Figure 6,17 (a), because the deposit site is

eventually exits from the ground surface.

0.17D-6
0.23D-1
0.14D-1
0.20D-2
0.34D-6

Region
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disperses in a wide area in

near the surface, the solute

1

2
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^I
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Table 6.8: Average Courant number for areas specified by Figure 6.2 and for
regions specified by Figure 6.6 for case 2,

6.3.3 Behavior of the ULR method

Table 6.9 lists the behavior and error comparisons for the ULR method in these

0.11D-6
0.32D-1
0.37D-3
0.54D-2
0.66D-6

0.36D-7
0.57D-3
0.16D-3
0.14D-6
0.32D-2
0.46D-3
0.r7D-2
0.17D-6
0.89D-6
0.48D-2
0.51D-3
0.63D-1
0.46D-7
0.61D-6
0.93D-2
0.34D-3

0.r4D-7
0.19D-3
0.12D-1
0.15D-6
0.2rD-2
0.14D-1
0.69D-3
0.30D-6
0.66D-6
0.18D-2
0.15D-1
0.45D-1
0.10D-6
0.26D-6
0.28D-2
0.25D-1
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subcâses. There are no breakdowns and no eigenvalues with negative real part in

the reduced system in the subcases depicted in Figures 6.14,6.15 and 6.16. The

example of Figure 6.16, where the velocities in the surrounding of the source site

are of the order of 10-6 (region a), the size of reduced system is only 69. The

highest RMS error is the order of 10-4, the lowest is 10-6. The highest maximum

error is the order of 10-2, and lowest is the order of 10-5. A great execution

time saving can also be obtained. Like case 1, the execution tirne of ULR method

for time of 3000 years is only about 5% of that in the classic Crank-Nicolson

solver. For time of one million years, the largest execution time for subcases (b),

(c) and (d) is only 39 seconds, while (a) needs 7 hours and 54 seconds. This

is because that, in subcases (b), (.) and (d), no breakdown occurs during the

ULR process and there is no eigenvalues with negative real part in the reduced

system. Thus the reduced system is tridiagonal and the time-stepping solver is

very economical. Particularly, in the subcase (d), the reduced size is only 69 and

the saving of the execution time is the greatest. The comparisons with the classic

Crank-Nicolson solver were not made, but according to the comparison for 3000

years, it is expected that the classic Crank-Nicolson solver for one million years

would require 140 hours CPU time. These results sufficiently demonstrate the

advantage of the IJLR method.
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100 years

500 years

1000 years

3000 years

0.318D-04
0.125D-04
0.152D-04
0.181D-05

(u) (b (c) (d

ULR method 7:54:56 0:38:55 0:39:30 0:27:30

Table 6.9: Behavior of the ULR method and comparison with respect to the
classic Crank-Nicolson solver for case 2. Svmbols. see Table 6.6.
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Behavior Figure 6.13 Figure 6.14 Figure 6.15 Figure 6.16
Sr
d

Bk No.

#Ee

100

0.70D-02
30
D
tJ

100

0.59D-0i
Non
Non

100

0.28D-01
Non
Non

69

0.30D-3
Non
Non

erro
0.616D-03
0.169D-03
0.592D-04
0.304D-05

0.883D-03
0.132D-03
0.655D-04
0.515D-04

0.296D-03
0.563D-04
0.171D-04
0.137D-05

Maximum error
100 years

500 years

1000 years

3000 years

0.760D-02
0.363D-02
0.911D-03
0.312D-04

0.322D-0I
0.416D-02
0.226D-02
0.270D-03

0.103D-01
0.254D-02
0.749D-03
0.532D-04

0.666D-03
0.438D-03
0.292D-03
0.435D-04

Execution time at 3000 years(hour: minute: second)
ULR meth
Classic CN

0:29:08
8:33:17

0:I7:46
7:02:05

0:21:59
7:I3:42

0:17:10
6:43:74

Execution time at one million years (Figure 6.17)
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Figure 6.13: Contaminant plumes for case 2, subcase 1, (a) t:100 years (b) t:b00
years (c) t:1000 years (d) t:3000 yeârs.
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Figure 6.14: Contaminant plumes for case 2, subcase 2, (a) t:100 years (b) t:500
years (c) t:1000 years (d) t:3000 years.
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Figure 6.15: Contaminant plumes for case 2, subcase 3, (u) t:100 years (b) t:b00
years (c) t:1000 years (d) t:3000 years.
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Figure 6.16: Contaminant plumes for case 2, subcase 4, (u) t:100 yea,rs (b) t:500
years (c) t:1000 years (d) t:3000 years.
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Figure 6.17: Contaminant plumes for case 2, four subcases at time of one million
years, (a) subcase 1 contoured from 0.001 to0.2 by 0.01, (b) subcase 2 contoured
from 0.001 to 0.2 byO.01, (c) subcase 3 contoured from 0.001 to0.2 y 0.01, (d)
subcase 4 contoured from 0.001 to 0.4 bv 0.02.
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6"4 Concluding remarks

113

This chapter describes the simulation of a groundwater field problem with the

ULR method. Tremendous computational saving (about 95%) compared to the

classic Crank-Nicolson method can be obtained. The simulation of the transport

at one million yeârs gives a good insight into the advantage of the ULR method.

Experiments show that the refinement of the grid is necessary, but there is a

balance of the condition number and stability of the semi-discretized system (1.2).

A finer mesh grid could cause larger condition numbers but can improve the grid

Peclet number. A study of this tradeoff is worth further investigation.

Experiments also show in these simulations that the boundary conditions of

the hydraulic head gradient determine the steady-state fluid flow patterns, and

consequently determine the migration patterns of the solute, if the hydraulic

properties of the media are fixed. When the bottom and the right boundaries are

imposed as impermeable (case 2), the flow velocities are decreased, especially in

the bottom-right corner. Therefore, the bottom-right corner is the best place for

the deposit site of a contaminant source.

The simulations in this Chapter are undertaken in the absence of the radionu-

clide decay and generation owing to parent-to-daughter transformation of compo-

nents, which is referred as decay chain problem. Because the governing equations

for each species in the decay chain problems have the analogous form, it can be

expected that a big advantage can be obtained from solving those problems by

ULR method. This is studied in the next chapter.
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7.7, ïntroduction to decay chain problems

R¿dionuclide transport involves species decay and generation owing to parent-

to-daughter transformation of components. I'or example, simulating transporta-

tion of two or more species, C1 and C2, the decay chain is of the type C1 -+ C2 -+

Cs, etc. The mathematical model for two species transport can be expressed by

a system of two advection dispersion equations

AC(7.1) ;: V'(DVCr) -v.VC1 -þtCt,

(T.z\ ry : V.(D yCz)-v.VCz- þzCz*LrtCt,\''-,/ at

where ¡;¿ is the decay constant of radionuclide species C¿ (D and v, see equâ-

tion (1.1)). The decay constant ¡-r¿ is defined in terms of the species' half-life,

(h/ù¿ as

(7.3) Lr¿ : ln2l(ttn)n.
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Equations (7.1) and (7.2) represent a simple case where the ratio of parent compo-

nent decaying into daughter component to the initial amount of parent component

is one (€*:1 in equation (1.1)). The description of general decay chain problems

in given in [30].

The radionuclide source itself also involves parent-to-daughter transformation

of components and species decay. Thus the boundary conditions are also transient.

Denoting Õ¿(t) as the concentration of species i,, f.or i:1,2 on the boundary 11,

and write

Cu(x,t):Õo(t), x€11,

then C,(¿) can be described by a set of mass-balance equations:

115

(7.4)

(7.5)

dÕt :
dt
tãduz :
dt

- lltCt,

Fi^
- [Izuz t l-ttLrt.

In the above equations, -þtCt and -p,2C2 are species decay terms and ¡;1C1 in

equation (7.5) is the species generating term from lhe C1 -+ Cz transformation.

It is not difficult to obtain the solutions for these ordinary differential equa-

,' /- t\ | /È /\rrons ( (.4) ano ( t.Ð,1 , r.e.,

(7.6) Õr : Cle-utt,

(T.T) Õ2: { ("'* #h) e-ttzt * -9fu}-"-r"' pt * ttz

[ (C3 * Cl¡.t1t)e-utt L4: tlz,
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where initial values C! arc constants. The general equations of the boundary

conditions like (7.a) and (7.5) are known as Bateman's equations. The analytical

solutions of them is given in [5]. More detailed discussions of the boundary

conditions can be found in Harada ei al, [281.

7 "2 A.p,plication of the UtR method to decay
chain problems and analysis of the nesidual
error

In this section, an application of the ULR method applying to the decay chain

problem is described. The major advantages of this method are large savings in

computation time and storage.

7.2.L Solving the decay chain problems by the ULR
method

Using a common finite element grid, equations (7.1) and (7.2) are discretized

to a set of the first order differential equations

(7.8)

(7.s)

M¿l +Kc1 *¿lrMcr : fi,

Mc2 + Kc2]_ ¡L,2Mc2 - prMcr : fz,

where c¿ is the vector ofspecies i concentrations on unknown nodes, M and K are

"capacity" and "conductivity" matrices respectively as introduced in $1.1, and f¿

is a time dependent vector formed by boundary conditions and other source/sinks.

The ULR algorithm 3.4 is applied, using the starting vector K-ta, where a is an

arbitrary vector. Note that the starting vector for the ULR method is not the
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simple f :bp,(t) as described in equation (1.2). A discussion of starting vector a

will be presented in $7.3. From Theorem 3.1, the important relations like (3.28)

and (3.29) are established, i.e.,

(7.10)

(7.11)

and

(7.12)

PiMr- : g,

P;MK-'MQ^: fT-,

K-'MQ-:Q*T**r*eft,

where, fI, P^, Q^, T* and r- are defined in Theorem 3.1, and rn is the size

of reduced system. The Rayleigh-Ritz process as introduced in $3.4 is used. By

replacing c¿ in equation (7.8) and (7.9) with Q-wi, pre-multiplying both sides of

these equations by I-1P|MK-1 and taking account of (7.10), (7.11) and (7.12),

the reduced equations are obtained simultaneously

II' o.l
Lr rz l'

(7.13)

(7.r4)

T-wr*wr+ þtT*wt

T^rivz*w2* l-tzT*wz

|PIMK-if1,

7.2.2 Computation and storage saving

The great advantage explored here is that only one ULR process is required to

reduce two or more equations, including computing the LU factorization for one

n x n matrix K in the ULR process and two small n'L x n'ù matrices of the form

T* I Lt(l* + pIT^) and T-. + Lt(I^ + [L2T*) in the Crank-Nicolson scheme.
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The Crank-Nicolson scheme requires the storage of four small n-L x n'L matrices

of the form T- + A¿(I- I ¡tlT^), T* - Lt(l^ + prT^), T* I Lt(I^ * þzT*)

and T- - Lt(I*+ l-L2T^), where mKn. The classic Crank-Nicolson solver on

equations (7.8) and (7.9) requires the LU factorization for two nxn matrices of

the form, M+Aú(K+prM) and M+A¿(K+pzM). and storageforfour nxn

matrices of the form, M+Aú(K *prM), M - A¿(K+plM), M +At(K + pzM)

and M - Aú(K + ttz}d). Obviously, if more decay species are involved in the

problem, then a larger saving of computation time and storage may be achieved.

7.2.3 Analysis of residual error

One problem however arises. That is how to choose the starting vector for the

ULR process. The choice of a starting vector has a large effect on the âccurâcy

and the convergence speed of the ULR method. In equation (7.8), when K-tfr,

the steady-state solution is chosen as the starting vector, a faster convergence

can be observed than any other starting vector. A discussion of this issue can

be found in [a3] and a recent paper [16]. This assertion can be investigated by

the analysis of the residual error. The residual error of equation (7.8) and (7.9)

are defined by substituting c1 : Q,,,\¡/r and c2 : Q*wz into equation (7.8) and

(7.9), and then rearranging the results, namely,

(7.15) ïT(t) : K-1MQ-w1 * Q-wr + prK-lMQ-wr - K-tfl,

(7.16) 0i (t) : K-1MQ-wz f Q-w , + t"zK-tMQ-wz

-É¿rK-lMQ-t¡/r - K-Lfz,
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where n¿ is the reduced size. Substituting (7.I2) inio (7.15) and (7.16) , consider-

ing (7.10) and (7.11), and that w1 and w2 are the solutions of (7.13) and (7.14)

respectively, equation (7.15) and (7.16) become

lì7 1n\
\ r.r_ r /

(7.18)

Arn-t

ônL
-z

Q-P;MK-tfi - K-tf, f r-ei(wr * wr)

Q-P;MK-'fr- K-tfz +r-ei(wz* l-rzwz- l.rtwt).

The last term of the above equations decreases exponentially as ú increases. The

ULR method with ET technique guarantees that the reduced equation is stable

in time. However, the first two terms on the right side of the above equations

affect the convergence of 0i and 0f if their norms are large. If the steady-state

solution is chosen as the starting vector for equation (7.8) only, it follows that

K-'fi:/tQt:þtQ*et,(7.1e)

where Ér : llK-tf1ll. Thus the sum of the first two terms of right hand side of

equation (7.17) vanishes by substituting (7.19) into it, i.e.,

(7.20) Q-P;MK-tfi - K-tfi : Ér(Q-PLMQ-ei - Q-er) : 0.

For decay chain problems involving more than one species such as equation (7.8)

and (7.9), it is impossible to choose a suitable starting vector as \ I f2. This

problem can be solved by further investigating the structures of fi and f2, a,s

discussed in the next section.
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7.& Analysis of the starting vector for the Uf,R
method

This section investigates the structures of the right hand side vectors f1 and f2

and finds that these two vectors are parallel each other. Therefore, it is possible to

choose a suitable starting vector for both equations (7.8) and (7.9) and apply the

ULR method. Here, the simple case is discussed where the 2nd-type (Neumman)

boundary condition is zero and there are no other source/sink sources. The more

general conditions will be discussed in $7.6.

Equations (7.8) and (7.9) resulting from Galerkin's finite element method are

only applicable at unknown nodes, i.e., the lst-type (Dirichlet) boundary nodes

are excluded from these equations. During the finite element process, the following

equations are first derived, i.e.,
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(7.2r)

(7.22)

Mèr+Ée,*prÑîõr : f,,

Me, + Re, + pzÑrõz - ptñrr" : ir,

where õ¿ is the concentration vector at all the nodes on the domain grid including

the lst-type (Dirichlet) boundary nodes, the matrices M and K in equations (7.8)

and (7.9) are submatrices of iú and ft obtained by partitioning out several rows

and columns from 1ü and É. These rows and columns correspond to the 1st-

type boundary nodes. The f, are zero vectors in this case, because the 2nd-type

boundary condition is zero and there are no other source/sinks. The right hand

side vectors in (7.8) and (7.9), f¿, ma] be obtained by transferring the information

from the lst-type boundary nodes to the nodes within the same element see
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[52,69].

For example, suppose in (7.22) that node k is not a lst-type boundary node

but with the 1st-type boundary node j within a same element. Denote that (f i)r¿

to be the subset of such nodes j and (Íùt, Uùt to be the k,th entry of f2 and

i2, respectively. According to the finite element process, row j and column k

are partitioned from ÑI and k to form matrices M and K, and the (fr), is also

partitioned from f2. The entry (/z)¿ is constructed by

(7.23) (fr)n: t (fù1,
¡e (rr )í

where (fr)l ir formed by using the following equalities, from equation (7.g),

6ù'r : T:,:: i::";¿,, ::;,:;,','_,l"Mn¡("')¡

- K*¡(õz) ¡.

The last equality holds because (õ1)¡ and (õ2)¡ are 1st-type boundary nodes and

they satisfy equation (7.5),

Substituting the above result into equation (7.23) and taking account of (7.7),
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we can express (f2)¿ explicitly as

722

l-t'| f lt2

þt: lf,z.

For the nodes which are not related to the 1st-type boundary nodes, the cor-

responding rows and columns of ÑI, k and the corresponding entries of i2 remain

unchanged.

Similar results for the right hand side vector of (7.8), f1, câ,rr be obtained. In

summary, denote (. as a subset of nodes in which each node is related to the 1st-

type boundarv nodes such as node k described above. If ø t ¡1"2,, then f1 and f2

take the forms

f1 : þr¿-utt, and f, : 61"- at ¡ 62 
"- 

uzt 
,

where b1, b| and

l*(-,.ä,* *u,)"-,,'

I(rz)'r:l 
. (rt*#h) (-,.ä,* rr,)"

I

I f e + clrrú) (- Ðj€(ri) i K*¡) e-øt

b! satisfy

: 
{,,à,*

: 
{i,à,,

Rr¡cl k

¿0
ç.L

r/)
! !t(ör )¿

(bL)n î, Cl p,
r\ki-- ltz - ltt

køl
It € !.,
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kø¿
(tÐr:{it N*,(cg*,,"ir1, ) t€!,

l. ¡.t.,x \ - ltt-ltz/

Therefore equations (7.8) and (7.9) can be rewritten as

(7.24) Mö1 + Kc1 * Mc1 : ttbe-u't,

(7.25) Mcz + K", + ¡.t2Mc2 - prMcr : €)b"-rrt * $be-u't,

where

t, : cl, €) : .c14, 
€A : cB+ +,

ltz - l-tt ltt - ltz

and b is the vector with entries
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(7.26)
r 0, kø¿,u*:1 Ð k*t, ke (.

( je(r,X

Similarily, if ¡t1 : p2, eeuation (7.8) and (7.9) can be rewritten as

(7.27) Mc1 + Kc1 * Mci : Ctbe-uú,

(7.28) Mc2 + K", + ¡.t2Mc2 - prMcr : (C3 + Cl¡t1t)be-p,t,

where b is the form of (7 .26).

Equations (7.24), (7 .25) and (7 ,27), (7.28) show that f1 a,nd f2 ale all parallel

to the vector b. Thus K-lb is the right choice for a starting vector. Therefore

the analysis of the residual error of the reduced system ca,n proceed as before.

For example, if p"1 * t"z, the reduced system after the ULR method, (7.13) and
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(7.74), becomes

(7.29) T-wi * wi + þtT*wt : ÊtÊßte-P't,

(7.30) T*'ivz * wz + þzT^wz : t)/rer"-r" + t\Êreru-t'zt * þtT*wt,
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where Ét: llK-tbll. The corresponding residual errors are (7.17) and (7.18). It

is not difficult to find that the sums of the first two terms in the right hand side

of equations (7.17) and (7.18) vanish. In a manner analogous to the derivation

of (7.20), they are

Q-P;MK-tf, - K-tfi : €r(e-påMK-lb - K-1b)e-¡t1t : o,

Q-p;MK-rfz - K-tf, : €;(Q-p;MK-lb - 1<'-r6¡"-utt

+ {;(Q-P;MK-1b - K-1b)e-tL'zt : o.

Hence equations (7.I7) and (7.18) become

(7.31)

(7.32)

îT(t) : r-ei(w1 +p1w1),

9T(t) : r*ei(tu2* pzwz - É¿rwr).

These equations show that the residual error in the ULR application to the decay

chain problem is stable as time increases. This issue will be discussed further in

the next section.
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7 "4 Stability and termination of the process

7.4.L Analysis of stability

The requirement of stability for equations (7.29) and (7.30) is that the real

part of all eigenvalues of matrix -T-;(r+ ¡t¿T^),,i: r,2, are negative, or that of

T;] + ¡,t¿I arc positive. Denoting À(A) to be an any eigenvalues of matrix Aand

Re¡(A) to be the real part of the corresponding eigenvalue ), it follows that

)(T;t + p¿l): À(T;1) + p¿.

Therefore, Re^(T;r + p¿I) > 0 if and only if Re¡(T;t) > -lro.Since

)(r;t) : ,,+-, and r?e¡(T;l) : Ítì(T,ll.
^\L,n) ò(T^)lt'

the condition for the stability of equation (7.2g) and (7.30) is

,Re¡(T-) > -pol^(Tà|z

for¿:I.2.or

(7.33) Re¡(T*)> max{-¡r,lÀ(T-)l',-prlS(rà],}.

The ET technique can be applied to equations (7.29) and (7.30) if this require-

ment is not satisfied. Recall that all details of the process have been discussed

in Chapter 4. After applying the ET technique, we obtain the translated system,
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for example,

T-*r*wi+ þtf*wt : €tþßte-Prt,

T*rivz*wz + þzT^wz : €27ßte-prt *ts7pte-prt I þtT^wt,

where
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f^: T-[I + Xu(D;lD¿, - I¿)Yä].

When Lh : ltz, a similar result can be obtained.

7.4.2 Monitoring and terminating the process

The analysis and algorithm are almost the same as described in $3.4. At each

step ì during the TJLR process, the relative residual errors for equations (7,24)

and (7.25) are defined as

(7.34) 61(t):-rlg9x-
ll{,K-t ¡j-utt¡¡'

and

(7.35) Ãt t+\ - llil:lÐllU2\L) 
- ,

where ïtoft) is the relative residual error (7.15) and (7.16) at step j. The bounds

of 6{(0) and ô{(0) âre computed to monitor the process. Because the initial

conditions state that t¿r(0) : tuz(O) :0, then fuom (7.29) and (7.30), it follows

that

(7.36) *r(0) : þt€tT^te¡, and *z(0) : /r(€L+ $)T;Ler.
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Substituting equations (7.31) and (7.32) into (7.34) and (7.35), and noting (7.36),

bounds for the relative residual error at ú : 0 and at step j are obtained, i.e.,

óí(0) < ffi -- lt3¡*,lllrt'", ll,

and

6iQ) < ll'¡ll lp' | 
(€å | + l(31) llr;'"' llffi : l0¡+'lllTt'"'ll.

These expressions are identical, therefore the relative residual bound can be de-

fined as

6¡: lþ¡*rlllT;'",11,

which can be used to monitor the process by calculating ô¡ at every step j. When a

prefixed criterion is satisfied, then the process can be terminated. The calculation

of ô¡ follows Algorithm 3.3 in $3.4.

7 "5 Nurnerical exarnples

An example problem is chosen to demonstrate the procedure developed above

and is also based on â conceptual model similar to the Whiteshell Research Area

(WRA) (Figure 6.1). The species transformation from 240pn ¡o 2369 is selected

from the first segment of an actinide decay chain 240Pu -+ 236U -+ 230Th -+

228Rå -+ 226Th, see [22]. The half-lives of 240pu un¿ 2369 are 6.54 x 103 and

2,34x 107 years, and their corresponding decay constants, (7.3), are 0.46 x 10-a

and 0.13 x 10-7 (Tlyear) respectively.
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The geological and hydrological properties, and the finite element discretization

of the domain in this hypothetical simulation are the same as those of discussed in

$6.1. The boundary conditions for the flow and transport equations are also the

sâ,me âs imposed for case 1, subcase 1, i.e., only the bottom boundary is considered

to be impermeable and the disposal site is in the depth râ,nge of 460 m, < z <

480 m.

Two cases are simulated. The first case assumes that both species 2a0Pu and

236U are released from the vault room and the initial concentration of each species

is normalized to one. The second câse âssumes that only 2a0Pu is released from

the vault room. Its initial concentration is also set at one and that o¡ 2369 is zero.

The parameters for the ULR method are exactly the same as listed in Table 6.2.

Migration of these two species for case 1 is depicted in Figure 7.t and 7.2.

They are similar to Figure 6.7 in their travel paths and the spreading patterns of

the leading edge of the plume, but are different in the concentration of the various

species. For 2a0Pu, the contaminant source decays from 1 to 0.74 after 3000 years.

For 236U, during the same period of time the source increases from 1 to 1.13. This

behavior results from the decay constant o¡ 240pu being much higher than that of

236U, and consequently, the speed of transformation from 2a0Pu ¡o 2361¡ is much

faster than that from 236U to the next daughter. This phenomenon can also be

observed from Figure 7.3 where only 240Pu is released. The concentration of 236U

at the disposal site has grown from zero to 0.26 in 3000 years.

The behavior of the ULR algorithm is similar to that shown in the first column

of Table 6.6. The size of the reduced system is 100. The relative residual error at

the termination step is 0.95 x 10-I. The first breakdown occurs at step 48. Two
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100 years

500 years

1000 years

3000 years

100 years

500 years

1000 years

3000 years
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0.467D-05
0.843D-06
0.469D-06
0.855D-07

0.952D-04
0.105D-04
0.821D-05
0.159D-05

Table 7.1: RMS error, Maximum error and execution time comparisons with
respect to the classic Crank-Nicolson solver for decay chain problems.

eigenvalues of the reduced system have negative real parts and the RMS errors

and maximum errors can been seen in Table 7.1. The highest RMS error is of the

order of 10-4, while the lowest is of the order of 10-8. The maximum error is of

the order of 10-3, while the lowest is the order of 10-6. Note the large reduction

in execution time. The ULR method onlv needs about 3% execution time of the

classic Crank-Nicolson solver.

RMS error
0.465D-03
0.164D-04
0.446D-05
0.244D-06

0.474D-03
0.18iD-04
0.540D-05
0.415D-06

Maximum error
0.947D-02
0.206D-03
0.780D-04
0.454D-05

0.966D-02
0.227D-03
0.944D-04
0.772D-05

Execution time (hour: minute: second)

00:22:73
13:51:13Classic CN

00:26:00
14:03:31
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Figure 7.1: Radionuclide transport plumes for 2a0Pu, (a) t:t00 years, contour
from 0.01 to 0.99 by 0.1. (b) t:500 years, contour from 0.01 to 0.95 by 0.1. (c)
t:1000 years, contour from 0.01 to 0.9 by 0.09. (d) t:3000 years, contour from
0.01 to 0.74by 0.07.
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Figure 7.2: Radionuclide transport plumes for 236U, (a) t:t00 years , contour
from 0.01 to 1.01 by 0.1. (b) t:500 years, contour from 0.01 to 1.05 by 0.1. (c)
t:1000 years, contour from 0.01 to 1.10 by 0.11. (d) i:3000 years, contour from
0.01 to 1.26 by 0.13.
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Figure 7.3: Radionuclide transport plumes for 236U of case 2, where 236U is not
released from disposal room but is transformed from 2a0pu. (a) t:100 years,
contour from 0.00 to 0.01. (b) t:500 years, contour from 0.01 to 0.05 by 0.01.
(c) t:1000 years, contour from 0.01 to 0.09 by 0.01. (d) t:3000 years, contour
from 0.01 to 0.26 by 0.03.
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7 "6 Conclusions and suggested future work

By means of analysis and illustrative examples, the advantages of applying

of the ULR rnethod to the simple two species decay chain problems have been

demonstrated; specifically computation and storage savings. For long period pre-

dictions, the method is extremely encouraging. Recall that in $5.4, where the

single transport problem is analyzed, the limitation of storage is a problem for

the application of the ULR method. Here, on the contrary, storage saving is an

advantage.

Further work on general multi-decay chain problems can be developed as out-

lined below. If the general decay chain problems involve non-zero 2nd-type bound-

ary conditions and other sink/sources, then the f¿ in (7.8) and (7.9) are not be

parallel to each other. They may have the forms

133

(7.37)

(7.38)

f-r1

f_
12

11I (1be-P't,

fz * €zbe-ttlt + t¡be-ø2t )

where f¿ is a constant vector constructed from the non-zero 2nd-type boundary

conditions and the other sink/sources. It is reasonable to further assume that

fr: fr: f, bu.uuse the 2nd-type boundary conditions and the other source/sinks

are the same for two species. Due to the homogeneous initial condition (the initial

concentrations on all unknowns are zero), equations (7.8) and (7.9) can be split

into several systems of equations. For equation (7.8), this is equivalent to the
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following two systems of equations,

(7.39) Möi + Kci + ¡l,1}i4cl : f,

(7.40) Mc'1 + Kc'1 + ptMc'l : {rbe-ø't,
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where cr : c/r + c'1. The ULR method generates Krylov subspaces by using two

starting vectors K-1f and K-1b, respectively. That is, P;, Q; and T'- are

produced by starting vector K-lf , and P[, Q[ and T'[ are produced by starting

vector K-Ib. Then in terms of Rayleigh-Ritz process, the above equations may

be reduced to

(7.41) T'^iu', + wi + ptT'^w| : l3'r"r,

(7.42) T'h,tui + *í * ¡1,fi'[w'l : trþ'let"-"',

where þ|: llK-tf ll and P'i : llllt-'bll, c', : Qi,w'r and c'1 : Q'hw'l

Similar reduction process can be carried out for equation (7.9) except for the

term ¡.r1Mci. The principle of the split is to make the each equation related to

only one starting vector. So, after substituting cr : c', + c'l and c2 : clz i c'1,

equation (7.9) is equivalent to equations

(7.43) Mci + Kc!r+ pzMc| : 1 + ¡1Mc'r,

(7.44) }l4ð; +Kci + pz};.{cll : tzbe-t"'t * {3b¿-uzt f p¿rMcl.

Thus, using the same Krylov subspaces generated by the starting vectors K-1f
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and K-ib, the above equations can be reduced to

(7.45) T'^wt + w', + pzT'*wL

(7.46) T'Lnvi + wi + prT'h*'J

0'r., + ptT|nwl,

€27'lete- 
p" + tt l3'lete- t"zt * ptT'^w'\,

and Íî : K + ¡-r1M 0

-¿lrM K + p¿zM
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where ctr: Qt^wL, cli: Q!L*J.

In this approach, two ULR processes are performed, but only one LU factoriza-

tion of K needs to be computed. It is expected that same advantages as described

in $7.2 can be realized.

Another approach to the solution ofthe general equations is to construct equa-

tions (7.8) and (7.9) in block form, i.e.,

(7.47)

where

(7.48)

and

Mc + Rc : i : i, ti2s-at tise-tlzt,

T"t
(7.4s) ":ll'1, fi:

lCclL 'J

l
*:IT,i]

Io]
L€'u1'

fr, I
Lt, l'

Equation (7.47) can then be split into three equations and reduced into three small

equations with three diflerent starting vectors according to the right hand side of

equation (7,47). The size of the system becomes twice as large as the original size

and the lower bandwidth of R is significantly increased. Hence, the time involved
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in computing the LU factorization of R will be considerably increased. However,

sparse storage and iterative solvers may be used in overcoming this problem. A

detailed analysis and comparison of the above two approaches should be carried

out in the future.
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Chapter E

Comcludirag Remanlcs

8.1 Concluding rernarks

The present thesis addresses the development of the ULR method to solve

the advection dispersion equation, with particular emphasis on methods dealing

with the breakdown and instability problems which occasionally occur during

the process. Robust algorithms including the MPNSV algorithm, switching algo-

rithm, termination algorithm for tlie process, and the ET algorithm are presented.

Applications to contaminant transport problems, including field problems and ra-

dionuclide decay chain problems are also carried out, The numerical results have

shown that this method can result in large computational savings for long term

period prediction. This conclusion is especially true in the absence of breakdown

and instability of the reduced system. The application to the radionuclide decay

chain problems also shows that the cornputation time saving of the ULR method

is large. In addition, the storage saving in this application is also promising.

The following is a summary of the results given in this thesis. Some open

questions that are important topics for further research will also be presented.
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ø As a modal reduction method, the ULR method reduces a semi-discretized

first order differential equation to a much smaller size system. In the ab-

sence of breakdown, the reduced system is tridiagonal, or a special upper

Hessenberg with a lower band width of one and irregular upper band width.

Because the reduced system is very small in comparison to the original size,

great computational cost savings can then be obtained during the time-

stepping process. Experiments showed that the method can sâve more than

95% execution time comparing to the classic Crank-Nicolson method.

e The Maximum-Pivot New-Start Vector (MPNSV) method has been shown

to be effective in dealing with the problem of breakdown. The new pivot

produced by the MPNSV method is the maximum, so one can quickly check

whether the breakdown is pathological, and therefore determine whether to

apply the Switch method or not.

e The analysis of the residual error bound shows that as time ú increases,

the bound goes to zero since the ULR method together with the ET tech-

nique ensures that the solution is stable. This means that the ULR method

can be used efficiently to obtain more accurate approximate solutions for

predictions over long time period.

a Numerical experiments have shown that increasing the pivot tolerance (often

forcing earlier breakdowns) produces highly accurate approximations, while

decreasing the pivot tolerance can postpone or avoid the breakdown but the

method will lose accuracy. The choice of an appropriate pivot tolerance is

therefore a balance between the need for accuracy and the need to avoid
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early breakdowns with their associated extra computation costs.
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Relative residual error bounds can be computed recursively during the ULR

process. In addition, numerical experiments have shown the RMS error and

the maximum error (with respect to the classic Crank-Nicolson method) are

much smaller than the relative residual bounds. Therefore it is appropriate

to use the relative residual errors to monitor and terminate the recursive

procedure.

The condition number of the semi-discretized system is important for the

application of the ULR method. If the condition number is high, roundoff

error will cause Cholesky factorization, which is used to construct a new

start vector in the MPNSV method, to breakdown and lose accuracy of LU

factorization of K. Experiments have shown that a coarse grid may improve

the condition number, but will increase the grid Peclet number, and conse,

quently the semi-discretized system may become unstable. Thus an appro-

priate grid size is irnportant in the application of the ULR method. Theo-

retical substantiation is necessâry for the observation of this phenomenon.

The ULR method or the other reduction methods (for instance, SLR and

AR methods) can be used to solve the multi-species decay chain problems.

Because the governing equations of a multi-species decay chain problem

have the same structural forms due to the same hydrogeological and hy-

draulic properties, the application of the ULR method to the problem has

demonstrated great advantages over the classic approach.

o For the ULR applications to the multi-species decay chain problem, accord-
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ing to the analyses of the residual errors and the right hand side vectors

in the semi-discretized equations, it has been provn that one cân find a

common starting vector to generate a single pair Krylov subspaces for all

equations. For the problems with complex boundary conditions, similar

results can be obtained.

ø Bxperiments also shown tliat the ET method is effective in overcoming the

instability problem. Further insight into the comparison with the Implicitly

Restart Lanczos method f23l is desirable.

Although much research still remains to be carried out to give further insights

into the behavior of the ULR method, the analyses in this thesis will hopefully

promote its use as an option for solving contaminant transport in porous media.
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